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LENWOOD SCOTT HEATH. Algorithms for Embedding Graphs in Books (Under the direction 

or ARNOLD L. ROSENBERG, Duke University.) 

ABSTRACT 

We investigate the problem ol embedding graphs in boob. A book is some number or half

planes (the page• or the book), which share a common line as boundary (the qine or the book). A 

book embedding or a graph embeds the vertices on the spine in some order and embeds each edge 

in some page so that in each page no two edges intersect. The pagenumber ol a graph is the 

number or pages in a minimum-page embedding or the graph. The pagewidth or a book embed

ding is the maximum cutwidth or the embedding in any page. A practical application is in the 

realization or a fault-tolerant array or VLSI processors. 

Our results are efficient algorithms for embedding certain classes or planar graphs in books 

or small pagenumber or small pagewidth. 

The first result is a linear time algorithm that embeds any planar graph in a book or seven 

pages. This establishes the smallest upper bound known for the pagenumber or the class or planar 

graphs. The algorithm uses three main ideas. The first is to level the planar graph. The second 

is to eztend a cycle at one level to the next level by doing micro-surgery. The third is to neat the 

embedding or successive levels to obtain finite pagenumber. 

The second result is a linear time algorithm that embeds any trivalent planar graph in a 

book or two pages. The algorithm edge-augments the graph to make it hamiltonian while keeping 

it planar. 

The third result is an 0( n logn) time algorithm for embedding any outerplanar graph with 

small pagewidth. Our algorithm embeds any ,._valent outerplanar graph in a two-page boolr. with 

O(dlogn) pagewidth. This result is optimal in pagewidth to within a constant factor. The 

significance for VLSI design is that any outerplanar graph can be implemented in small area in a 

fault-tolerant fashion. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE PROBLEM AND ITS MOTIVATIONS 

1.1. The Problem 

We study embeddings or graphs in structures called books. In this chapter, we define the 

book embedding problem and show that it models interesting problems in VLSI design and in 

parallel sorting. 

A book consists or a spine and some number or pages. The spine or a book is a line. For 

simple exposition, view the spine as being horizontal. Each page or the book is a half-plane that 

has the spine as its boundary. Thus any halt-plane is a one-page book, and a plane with a dis

tinguished horizontal line is a two-page book. 

The embedding or an undirected graph consists or two steps. The first step places the ver

tices or the graph on the spine in some order. The second step assigns each edge or the graph to 

one page or the book in such a way that on each page, the edges assigned to that page do not 

cross. Whether two edges cross is determined by the order or the vertices. It ( s, t) and ( u, v) are 

edges or the graph with s< u< v and s< t, then the edges cross it and only it s< u< t< v. The 

resulting embedding is called a book embedding or the graph. 

For a given graph G, there are many possible book embeddings. There are two measures or 

the quality or a book embedding tor G. The first measure is the pagenumber or the embedding, 

which is the number or pages in the book. The pagenumber or the graph G is the minimum 

pagenumber or any book embedding or G. The pagenumber or a class or graphs is the minimum 

number or pages that every member or the class can be embedded in, as a runction or graph size. 
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The width of a page is the maximum number of edges that intersect any hatr-line perpendicular to 

the spine in the page. The second measure is the p•gewidth of the embedding which is the max

imum width of any page. The p•gewidth of the graph G is the minimum pagewidth of any book 

embedding or G in a book having a minimum number or pages. The p•gewidth of a class of 

graphs is the minimum pagewidth that every member of the claso can be embedded in, as a func

tion -el graph size. The boo!. embedding problem is to find good book em beddings for a graph fam

ily with respect to one or both or these measures. 

As an example, consider the grid graph G of Figure 1.1. A two-page embedding of G is 

shown in Figure 1.2. The vertices of G are placed on the spine in the order 

A-B-C-F-E-D-G-H-1. The first page consists of the upper half-plane, and the second page con

sists of the lower half-plane. Edge (B,E) of the first page crosses edge (F,I) of the second page, so 

these two edges cannot be assigned to the same page of this book. The pagenumber of the book 

A B c 

D E F 

6 H I 
--------------~~------------~ 

Flsure 1.1. Grid Graph G 
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A B c F E D G H 

Fllfure 1.Z. Two-Page Embedding ot G 

embedding is two, and the pagewidth is three as witnessed by the nested edges (A,D), (B,E), and 

( C,F) (both measures are optimal for G). 

1.Z. Motlvatlona 

The book embedding problem is of interest because it models problems in several areas of 

computer science. We mention here three particular motivating problems (see Chung, Leighton, 

Rosenberg !CLRJ for other motivations). Our primary motivation is VLSJ design; one problem is 

multilayer VLSI layout, and a second is design of fault-tolerant arrays of VLSI processors. The 

third problem is sorting with parallel (noncommunicating) stacks. 

1.2.1. Multlla;yer VLSI Layout 

VLSI layout theory has been primarily a tw<>-layer and tw<Hiimensional theory (Leiserson 

!LelJ. The model of the theory is a simple and intuitively appealing one. An undirected graph 

represents a VLSI circuit. The vertices of the graph correspond to components of the circuit, and 

the edges of the graph correspond to connections or wires in the circuit. A tw<Hiimensional grid 

graph represents the tw<Hiimensional layout surface. The discreteness or the grid graph models 

the design rules or a VLSI technology. 

The VLSI layout problem is to map (embed) the circuit graph into the grid graph. Every 

vertex or the circuit graph maps to a distinct vertex in the grid graph. Every edge or the circuit 



graph maps to a path in the grid graph; no two paths may share an edge of the grid graph. 

While no two paths may share an ed&e, two paths may share a vertex. In the VLSI layout, one 

thinks of a shared vertex as a point where two wires crO!!S. As two croosin& wires must not be 

electrically common, the wires must be on two different layers. Two layers are sufficient for any 

layout; if two crossing wires are initially on the same layer, one of the wires must undergo two 

layer changes, one on each side of the crossing. 

While two layers suffice, it is often advantageous to consider multiple (more than two) layer 

models for circuit layout. Multilayer printed circuit hoards have long been available (So (So], 

Ting and Kuh (TKJ). Other multilayer packaging technologies exist or are being developed 

(Blodgett and Barbour (BB!). Now multilayer VLSI technologies are being investigated (Locke 

(LoJ). The possibility of many layers takes the design problem into three dimensions. Leighton 

and Rosenberg (LRIJ[LR2] (Ro1J[Ro2] have investigated three-dimensional layout models. Their 

results show that in general, the volume and wire length of &ood three-dimensional layouts are 

less than the area and wire length, respectively, of the best two-dimensional layouts of the same 

circuit. 

Book embedding does not model arbitrary three-dimensional layouts, as the components in a 

book are constrained to appear on a line. The book embedding problem is one of a class of graph 

embedding problems called linear arrangement problems. In a linear arrangement problem, the 

vertices of a graph are ordered linearly so as to optimize some measure. One example of a linear 

arrangement problem is the bandwidth problem (Garey et al. (GGJK!); the measure to be minim

ized is the length of the longest edge. Another example is the min-cut linear arrangement problem 

(Gavril (Gav[); the measure (called culwidth) to be minimized is the maximum number of edges 

intersecting any line perpendicular to the linear ordering. 

Linear arrangement problems occur in VLSI layout and printed-circuit hoard layout. Typi

cally, a two-dimensional layout problem is decomposed into some number of one-dimensional 

(linear arrangement) subproblems, and each subproblem is solved independently. The hope 

behind such an approach to layout is that the one-dimensional subproblems will be easier to solve 
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than the general two-dimensional problem. A well-known example or such a subproblem is single 

row routing (Ting, Kuh and Shirakawa (TKSj, Raghavan and Sahni (RSJ). Here, circuit com

ponents are given as a linearly ordered oet V, and connections are r;iven by a oet or nets, each or 

which is a subset or V. A number or single row routing problems can be specified depending on 

such restrictions as the number or wiring layers available, the maximum cutwidth allowed any 

layer, and whether wires may pass between components. Ir wires may not pass between com

ponents, then the assignment or wires to layers in single row routing is close to the page

assignment part or book embedding. In fact, if a circuit can be realized in L layers in that single 

row routing problem, then the circuit can be realized in a 21.-page book. 

Book embedding models a certain multilayer circuit layout problem: the components or the 

circuit are placed on a line, and all wires are routed above the line. Ir the graph of the circuit can 

be embedded in a p-page book, then the circuit can be realized in p layers. The height of the lay

out is proportional to the pagewidth or the book embedding; a book embedding with small 

pagewidth corresponds to a layout with small area. Book embedding is the one-dimensional case 

or decomposition into layers. Little is known about the corresponding tw<>-dimensional case. 

1.2.2. Design of Fault-Tolerant Proeeuor Arraya 

Rosenberg (Ro3j has proposed the DIOGENES approach to the design or fault-tolerant 

arrays of processors. The elements of the approach are sketched here. One lays out some number 

of identical processors in a (conceptual) line. One provides sufficiently many processors so that 

one expects (probabilistically) that enough good processors exist to implement the desired array. 

Bundles or wires with embedded switches run parallel to the line or processors. Each bundle 

is capable or implementing a hardware stack of connections amonr; processors. Each connection 

occurs on exactly one hardware stack (bnndle). For any processor, a connection to a processor on 

its right is pushed on a stack; each connection to a processor on its left is popped from a stack. 

In this way, each connection to a r;ood processor requires one stack operation at that proces8or. 

No stack operations occur at a bad processor. Since the state or a processor as good or bad is a 

binary value, a single control signal can cause the •hift (push or pop) or many connections. Thus, 
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fault tolerance is achieved by switching in only good processors. 

The desired array of processors is modeled as a connection gr•ph; the vertices represent the 

processors, and the edges represent the desired connections between processors. The DIOGENES 

design problem is to determine the number or stacks and the st•ckwidths (the number or connec-

tions carried by each stack) required to implement the array of processors. In a way analogous to 

a hardware stack, it is possible to view one page of a book embedding as a stack of edges. For 

any vertex, each incident edge that connects it to a vertex to its right is pushed on a stack; each 

incident edge that connects it to a vertex to its left is popped from a stack. The DIOGENES 

design problem Cor an array of processors is exactly the book embedding problem Cor the 

corresponding connection graph. The number of stacks is exactly the number of pages. The 

stackwidths are the widths of the pages. 

1.2.3. Sortln1 with Parallel Stackl 

Even and ltai [Eij, Rosenstiehl and Tarjan [RT!, and Tarjan [Ta[ have studied the problem 

of realizing a permutation with some number (say p) oC noncommunicating stacks. Let " he a 

permutation or {1, ... ,n}. The realization of ,. by p parallel stacks has two stages. First, in the 

order 1, ... ,n, each integer in the set is pushed on one or the p stacks. Second, in the order 

1r(1 ), ... ,,.( n), each integer is popped from one or the p stacks. or course, Cor 1r( s) to he popped, it 

must he on the top of its stack after ,.(1), ... ,11'{>-1) have been popped. The problem can he 

modeled as a graph-theoretic problem. Let G he the bipartite graph with vertex set 

{u1, • • · ,u.,v~o · · · ,v,) and edge set {(u.,v,)[l~k~n}. Place the vertices of G on a line in the 

order 

Utt··•,U",t1'1'{1),. • • ,V'I'{a)· 

Then this order Cor G can be realized in a p-page book exactly when ,. can he realized with p 

parallel stacks ([CLRI). 
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1.3. Struetul'tl of the Dluertatlon 

The dissertation contains six chapters, or which this is the first. The second chapter reviews 

what was known about book embeddings before our work. We prove book embedding properties 

for three classes or graphs in chapters three through five. Our proofs are constructive; therefore, 

much or the content or each or these three chapters is an efficient algorithm that constructs a 

book embedding with the desired property. 

In the third chapter, we are interested in the pagenumber or the class of planar graphs, 

which we call PPG. It was already known that 3:5:PPG. Our first result is an algorithm that 

embeds any planar graph in a seven-page book. Thus, 3::!:PPG:5:7. The algorithm executes in 

time linear in the size of the planar graph. It proves the smallest upper bound known for PPG. 

In the fourth chapter, we are interested in the maximum valence for a planar graph that 

guarantees that it is two-page embeddable. We call this maximum valence MV. There is an easy 

example that shows that MV::!: 7. Our second result is an algorithm that embeds any trivalent 

planar graph in a two-page book. Thus, 3:5:MV:5:7. The algorithm executes in time linear in the 

size or the input graph. 

In the fifth chapter, we seek small pagewidth embeddings for outerplanar graphs. Let G be 

a &-valent outerplanar graph with n vertices. Our third algorithm embeds G in a two-page book 

having pagewidth less than Cdlogn where C-8/(log ~)(all logarithms are to the base two). This 

result is within a constant factor or optimal in pagewidth for the class or outerplanar graphs. The 

algorithm executes in time 0( n 1ogn). 

The sixth chapter sums up the significance or the work and makes suggestions for future 

research. 

We include a glossary of graph-theoretic terms. These terms are or two kinds. First, there 

are new terms that we define whooe use spans more than one chapter. Second, there are terms or 

wider use in graph theory that the reader may know by a different name. Whenever the reader 

encounters a term that is not defined in the current chapter, he should consult the glossary. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PREVIOUS RESULTS AND TOOLS 

Z.l. Prevloua Reaulta 

Bernhard and Kainen [BK[ is the first important work on book embeddings. They charac-

terize one- and two-page embeddable graphs and show that a book embedding problem can be 

reformulated as a circular embedding problem. They show that K., the complete graph on n ver-

tices, has pagenumber f n/21. They are the first to raise the problem or determining PPG, the 

pagenumber or the class or planar graphs; they make a conjecture whose truth would imply that 

PPG is infinite. Buss and Shor [BS[ disprove this conjecture by showing that PPG5,.9. 

Chung, Leighton and Rosenberg [CLR[ is the other major work on book embeddings. They 

establish the connection between book embedding and sorting with noncommunicating stacks; 

they use this connection to obtain the best lower bound techniques known ror book embeddings. 

In particular, they establish a (nonconstructive) lower bound on the pagenumber or the class or d-

valent graphs: 

Propooltlon Z.l. [CLR[ For d>2 and sufficiently large n, there exist n-vertex d-valent graphs 

whose pagenumber is at least 

I I 

nr7 
(constant)--2 -. 

log n 

Chung, Leighton and Rosenberg also develop (nonconstructive) upper bounds ror d-valent graphs: 

Propoaltlon :11.:1. [CLR[ Let G be an r>-vertex d-valent graph. Then, ror all constant f>O, G is 

F{f,d,n)-page embeddable where 
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1 1 " - -F(<,d, n)=minl-z.(l +<)(2+2 2 
)( d+ l)n 2 j. 

Their upper bound result for trivalent graphs is constructiv~: 

1 

Propo1ltlon %.3, jCLRj Every r>-vertex trivalent graph can be embedded in a ( ~ n2 +2}-page 

1 

book with pagewidth at most 6n 2 +8. 

Chung, Leighton and Rosenberg also present optimal (or near optimal) book embeddings for 

a large number or classes or graphs. Any r>-oode d-ary tree can be embedded in a one-page book 

with pagewidth at most : log2n. An nX n grid can b~ embedded in a two-page book with 

pagewidth n. A depth-d X-tree can be embedded in a two-page book on pages or widths 2d and 

3d. A Boolean r>-eube can be embedded in an r>-page book with one page or width 21 Cor 1$ k$ n. 

Any series-parallel graph is two-page embeddable. Building on the work or Chung, Leighton and 

Rosenberg, Games jGaj shows that each or the FFT network, the Benes permutation network, 

and the barrel shifter network is embeddable in a three-page book (which is optimal). 

Our three algorithms operate on three classes or planar graphs. The correctness of our algo-

rithms depends only on the basic results derived by IBKj and on some basic properties or planar 

graph em beddings. In this section, we describe these basic results and properties. In the next sec-

tion, we describe the tools that can be applied to th~ problem or book embedding planar graphs. 

J.l.l. C!reular Embeddlns 

The original statement or book embedding is a linear embedding performed in two parts. 

First, the vertices or a graph are placed OD a line in some order. Second, each edge or the graph 

is embedded in one page so that no edges in the same page cross. 

The resulting linear embedding can be transformed into a circular embedding in three steps. 

First, choose a distinct color for ~ach pag~ or the book, and assign each edge th~ color or its page. 

Second, "close" the book by projecting all pages (and their edges) into a single page. In this one-

page book, it two edges cross, then the two edges have different colors. Third, curve the spine 

into a circle so that the "ends" at infinity are identified. 
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The result of the transformation is an alternate two-part formulation of the book embedding 

problem. First, order the vertices of the graph on a circle. Second, draw the edges of the graph 

as chords of the circle. Color the chords (edges) so that if two chords intersect in the interior of 

the circle, the chords have different colors. The number of colors in the circular embedding is 

exactly the number of pages in the corresponding linear embedding. From now on, we shall use 

whichever formulation is m06t convenient. 

A useful consequence of the circular formulation is that any p-page graph is a subgraph of a 

p-page hamiltonian graph. Moreover, the order or the vertices in the circular embedding is 

exactly the order of the vertices in the hamiltonian cycle. To see this, let v,, v,, · · · , v, be the 

vertices of the p-page graph in the cyclic order of the circular embedding. Add each of the edges 

(chords) (vhvt_1), 1$k$n (where i-1 is taken modulo n) that are not already present. Since these 

edges connect vertices adjacent on the circle, they cannot intersect any other edges. Therefore, 

each of the edges can legitimately be assigned to any page. The resulting edge-augmented graph 

is a p-page graph, with hamiltonian cycle v,, · · · ,v •. 

The idea of adding edges to a graph to obtain a hamiltonian cycle is our first tool. We will 

call a cycle obtained in this fashion superh•miltoni•n. The following heuristic for book embed

ding a graph G is proposed in I CLR]: 

(1) obtain a superhamiltonian cycle for G and place the vertices of G on the circle in the order 

or the cycle; 

(2) color the edges of G by coloring the associated circle graph. 

Finding an optimal solution to the second step in the heuristic is an NP-complete problem (Garey 

et al. IGJMP]). The first step can be done in a number of ways; in fact, any ordering of the ver

tices can be obtained for a superhamiltonian cycle by adding the right edges. Thus, the problem 

of finding good book embeddings can be approached as that of finding a •uperhamiltonian cycle in 

an intelligent fashion so that a good (but not neceMarily optimal) edge coloring can be produced. 
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2.1.1. One-Pap Graphs 

Any one-page yaph can be embedded in the plane so that its vertices are on the spine and 

its edges are in the first page (the upper hair-plane). Then all ill! vertices are exposed to the lower 

hair-plane, which is a subset of the exterior face of the embedding. Thus the graph is outer

planar. 

One characterization of an outerplanar yaph is that its vertices can be embedded on a cir

cle so that aU its edges are inside the circle and no two edges interseet. This is just the condition 

that the yaph be one-page embeddable under the circular formulation. We have the following: 

Propooltlon 2.4. [BK[ G is one-page embeddable if and only iritis outerplanar. 

In ract, a ~page embedding or a graph G yields a decomposition or G into 1: outerplanar 

subgraphs, one ror each page. The subgraphs share the vertices or G but are edge-disjoint. The 

outerplanarity of each subgraph is witnessed by the same circular ordering as that or the original 

book embedding. 

1.1.3. Two-Page Graphs 

Each two-page graph is a subgraph of a two-page hamiltonian graph. Every two-page graph 

is planar since the two halr-planes (pages) together rorm a plane. Thus a two-page graph is a sub

graph or a planar hamiltonian graph. 

Define a graph to be BUbhamiltonian ir it is the subgraph of a planar hamiltonian graph. 

Given a subhamiltonian graph G, it is easy to show that G has a two-page embedding ([BK]). 

Edge-augment G to obtain a superhamiltonian cycle in a planar graph. Order the vertices or G 

on a circle according to the superhamiltonian cycle. The edges or G interior to the cycle rorm an 

outerplanar yaph. The edges exterior to the cycle form another outerplanar graph with its ver

tices in the same order as those of the interior one. A two-page embedding of G results. Thus we 

have the following: 

Propoaltlon 2.6. [BK[ G is two-page embeddable if and only ir it is subhamiltonian. 
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2.1.4. Planar Grapba 

There are maximal (i.e., triangulated) planar sraphs that are not hamiltonian. (The smal

lest maximal planar graph that is not hamiltonian can be found in Capobianco and Molluzzo 

JCMJ.) In Subsection 3.2.1 or Chapter 3, we shall see a way or seneratins a sequence or such 

examples. Each such example requires at least three pases in any book embedding since it cannot 

be edge-augmented and remain planar. Hence, three is a lower bound on PPG. There is no 

known example or 8 planar sraph that requires more than three pages. 

The problem of determining whether a planar sraph is two-page embeddable is NP

complete, as witnessed by the following: 

Propoaltlon 2.1. (Wigderson JWiJ) The problem or determining whether a planar graph is the 

subgraph or a hamiltonian planar graph is NP-complete. 

2.2. Toot. 

The first userul tool in reasoning about planar graphs is our ability to visualize and draw a 

planar graph in two dimensions. In the case or maximal planar graphs, there are additional useful 

properties. 

Propoaltlon z.z. (Harary JHaJ) If a planar graph is maximal, then it is three-connected, and its 

planar embedding is essentially unique (i.e., unique up to the choice or the unbounded face). 

In the planar graph algorithm or Chapter 3, we shall always manipulate a fixed planar 

embedding all or whose interior races are triangles. It will be possible to describe the algorithm 

with drawings of the planar embedding. 

The second useful tool is the fact that any simple, closed curve in the plane separates the 

plane into two disjoint regions (Jordan curve theorem). Thus the removal or any cycle in a con

nected planar graph separates the graph into two components (unless the cycle bounds a face). If 

the planar embeddins is given, then we can unambiguously speak or the interior and exterior or a 

cycle. We can say that a vertex or edge is either on the cycle, inBide tlie cycle or ouiBide the 

cycle. 
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A third useful tool is the r..:ognition or cycles in a planar graph. A cycle in a planar graph 

yields an ordering Cor its vertices and an assignment or edges to one or two pages. These edges 

are not only the edges on the cycle but are also any edges with both endpoinbl on the cycle. The 

importance or this tool will be evident as ibl use r..:urs in the planar sraph algorithm. An 

approach to embedding a planar graph in a book is then to seek cycles in the graph, or in fact 

•upercvcles (a supercycle is a cycle obtained by edge-augmenting the original graph). In a general 

sense, this is the approach we take in each or our algorithms. 



CHAPTER 3 

EMBEDDING PLANAR GRAPHS IN SEVEN PAGES 

Our main result in this chapter is a linear-time algorithm to embed any planar graph in a 

seven-page book. Along the way to obtaining the algorithm, we examine the approaches that oth

ers have taken to this problem. These results originally appeared in [He] in an abbreviated form. 

3.1. Overview of the Algorithm 

In this section, we introduce our planar graph algorithm with an example. The terms levels 

and ne•ting are described here intuitively; they are defined later in the chapter. The graph G 

used in the example is illustrated in Figure 3.1. G is a triangulated planar graph. 

The algorithm partitions the vertices of G into level• based on distance from the cycle 

(u1,~,u8) bounding the exterior race. Thus, {u11 ~,u3} is level 0, {v1,vz,v3,v4,v0 } is level 1, and 

{ w" w,} is level 2. The algorithm recognizes cycles at each level. At level 0, ( u1, u2, ua) is the only 

cycle; at level 1, (v,.v.,ua) and (u,,u,,u6) are the only cycles; at level 2, there are not cycles. We 

see that level 2 is not even connected, and that the two components of level 2 are contained in 

the interior of different cycles of level 1. This is a general phenomenon; any component of level 

k,k>O, is contained in the interior of a single cycle of level lr-1. 

The algorithm proceeds level by level, starting at level 0. It orders the vertices of each level 

k so that the cycles of level k are placed in cycle order. The result of embedding level 0 of G is 

shown in Figure 3.2. The order of vertices u,. u,, and u3 remains the same throughout the algo

rithm, though vertices of succeeding levels are mingled among the level 0 vertices. 



Figure 3.1. Sample Planar Graph G 

In going from level 0 to level l, the algorithm extends cycle (u"":!'u8) to a cycle that 

includes all level l vertices. As much a. possible, the cycles or level l are placed consecutively 

and in cycle order in the extended cycle. In ca.es where two or more cycles or level k share a ver

tex, it may not be possible to place cycle vertices consecutively; Cor example, vertex Va is shared 

by both level 1 cycles. The extended cycle is ( "" v1, tJa, v2, ":!· v.., v6, u.); it is shown with da.hed lines 

in Figure 3.3. In extending a cycle from level 0 to level l, vertices at levels greater than l are 

ignored; thus, the level 2 vertices or G are not drawn in Figure 3.3. Note that both level l cycles 
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Figure 3.2. Embeddlns of Level 0 

are in cycle order, but that the vertices or cycle (v.,v,,v6) is not consecutive in the extended cycle. 

The extended cycle determines the placement or the level 1 vertices with respect to the level 

0 vertices; see Figure 3.4. Since the extended cycle is a hamiltonian cycle ror the subgrapb 

induced by levels 0 and 1, the edges encountered up to this point can be assigned to two pages. 

The edges on the hamiltonian cycle or inside the hamiltonian cycle are assigned to the upper 

page; edges outoide the hamiltonian cycle are assigned to the lower page. 

Level 1 bas two cycles. The algorithm extends each or these cycle to include the vertices at 

level 2 in its interior. The two extended cycles are (v1,WJ,Va,ll:!) and (tJa,w.,v,,v6). These determine 

the placement or the level 2 vertices with respect to the level 1 cycles. Figure 3.5 illustrates the 

placement or w1 and fL':!, and the assignment or the edges or levels 1 and 2 to pages. Note that 

three pages are present in Figure 3.5: a solid upper page, a dashed upper page, and a solid lower 

page. Because or the vertex Va shared between two level 1 cycles, a third page is required. 

Our example is too small to demonstrate the use or seven pages. However, we can say that 

at most two pages are needed to extend cycle ( v,.v., ":!) to include WJ, and at most two pages are 

needed to extend cycle ( v1, v., v6) to include fL':!. Edges from "a to v., v,;, and v, will be in a single 

page, ao that the second page used by cycle (tJa,w.,v,,v6) can be identical to one or those used by 

cycle (v,,w,..,.,v2). Further page sharing is p0!18ible. The components or a level or G are nested 
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I 1 ~ 11 1 ~ l ~ 
y1 y3 y2 u2 y4 Ys u3 

Flsure 3.4. Embeddln1 of Levela 0 And 1 

r - 1 

r - ""'I I 
r - I I I 
~ -..... ,.. ..... 

• w • 
Y1 W1 y3 y2 u2 w2 y4 Ys u3 

FJsure 3.5. Embeddlns of Levela o, 1, And I 

inside the embedding. ot preeedin& levels. Thus, it G had more than three levels, ed&es at later 

levels would not crooo edges at level 0. Thus, the first two pases can be reused. In &eneral, pages 

can be reused at alternatin& levels. 
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3.1. Prevloua Approaehea 

In this section, we review other approaches that have been taken to the problem or bound

ing PPG. Along the way, we disprove a conjecture of Bernhart and Kainen [BKj. The truth of 

that conjecture would have implied that PPG is unbounded. 

3.1.1. The Bernhart-Kalnen Conjecture 

Bernhart and Kainen (BKI first raised the question or the pagenumber or planar graphs. 

They recognized the importance of cycles to the book embedding problem Cor planar graphs. We 

present the reasoning that led to their conjecture that PPG is unbounded. 

Let G be a maximal planar graph with n vertices. Deline the homiltonion rotio, ht( G), to be 

mfn where m is the length of the longest cycle in G. lC G is hamiltonian, then h~ G)=l. Deline 

the ate/lotion oC G, ST{ G), to be the graph obtained by adding one vertex to each face or G and 

three edges from the added vertex to the three vertices on the face. ST{ G) is clearly planar. 

Define ST'(G)=G and ST'(G)=ST(Srt"-1(G)) Cor all k;:::t. Bernhart and Kainen showed that 

h~ST'( G))-+0 as k-+oo. In other words, the longest cycles oC successive stellations becomes van

ishingly small with respect to the size or the stellations. Beyond some point the stellations are no 

longer hamiltonian. In fact, the number of edges that must be added to obtain a superhamil

tonian cycle becomes large with successive stellations. This evidence led Bernhart and Kainen to 

conjecture that the pagenumber of ST'( G) is unbounded as k-+oo. 

We disprove this conjecture in the case that G=K., a triangle. In fact, we show that each 

ST'(K3 ) is three-page embeddable. This result is best possible since ST2(K3) is non-hamiltonian. 

Let {o,b,c} be the vertices or K8 and {(o,b),(b,c),(o,c)} its edges. Figure 3.6 shows ST{K3 ) 

where vertex d has been added to the interior face oC K3 and vertex e has been added to the exte

rior face. Figure 3.7 shows a three-page circular embedding or ST{K3 ). The three different pages 

are represented by the solid, dashed and dotted lines. 

Theorem 3.1. For each k;::: 1, ST'(K3) is three-page embeddable. For .t;:::2, this is optimal. 
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Figure 3.&. SJ1K3 ) 

Proof: The proor is by induction on 1:. It turns out that the embedding or the stellations exterior 

to K 3 are symmetric to those interior to K3 • Thus we restrict attention to the interior stellations. 

We need some additional conditions on each three-page embedding to make the induction 

go through. Suppose z is the vertex added to the race (u,v,w) or st'-2(K3) on the way to obtain

ing S~1(K3). We need the rollowing conditions to bold on the embedding or S~1(K3): 

(1) ror one or u, v or w (say u), the arc in the embed dins rrom u to z that cvoids (i.e. does not 

contain) v and w also avoids all other vertices or S~1(K3); 
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(2) the three added edges ( u,z), ( u,z) and ( w,z) are embedded in three distinct pages. 

Taking vertex din Figure 3.7 to be z, condition (l) is met by arc cd. Condition (2) is satisfied for 

d since its three edges are on three distinct pages. Thus we have the embeddin& we need for the 

induction when k=2. 

So assume that k>2, and that we have a three-page embedding or SF'(K3} satisfying con· 

ditions (l) and (2). Supp06e z, u, u and ware as in the preceding paragraph. Figure 3.8 shows 

this situation, where we know there are no vertices on the solid arc uz but there may be vertices 

on the dotted arcs. Assume vertex r is added to race ( u, u,z), vertex 8 is added to face ( u, w,z) and 

vertex I is added to face (v,w,z). The vertices r, 8, I and their incident edges are embedded as in 

Figure 3.9. Vertices rand I are placed in the arc uz in the order urlz. Vertex 8 is placed on the 

opposite side or z and close enough to z so that there are no vertices in the arc zs . 

b 

. 
. . . . 

. . 

- ..... .. ..... 

Figure 3.7. Tb.ree-Paae Embeddlna of S7l:K3) 

c 
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Flaure 3.8. Induetlve Hypothesla for Theorem 3.1 

We must prove that the added edges can be assigned to the pages shown. The edges (u,r), 

(t,z) and (•,z) can be on any page since each pair or vertices is adjacent. Edge (r,z) can be 

assigned to the solid page since the only edges it intersects are ( t, v) and ( t, w), neither or which can 

be on the solid page (each intersects the solid edge ( u,z)). The page assignment or each or the 

remaining added edges can be justified by its being "protected" by another edge in the same 

page. For example, ( B, w) can be assigned to the dashed page because edge ( w,z) is dashed. By 

construction, there is no vertex in the arc za. Thus any edge that intersects (a, u·) also intersects 

(w,z). Any such edge cannot be on the dashed page. A similar protection argument justifies the 

page assignment for the remaining edges. 

Now conditions (I) and (2) are satisfied for the added vertices r, • and t. For example, ver

tex r was added to face ( u, v,z). There are no vertices in the arc u, and the three edges incident to 

rare in three distinct pages. The theorem now follows by induction. 0 
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AB an example, Fi~ure 3.10 shows the interior of ST2(K3). Figure 3.11 ~ives the three page 

circular embedding that results from the construction of the theorem. 

Theorem 3.1 can be generalized a bit. Suppooe there exists a three-page embedding of 

S7l G) that satisfies conditions (1) and (2) in the proof of the theorem. Then Srt{ G) is three-page 

embeddable for all k. The proof is the same as for the theorem. 

Since an arbitrary planar graph is not a stellation of some three-page graph, we cannot hope 

to generalize the theorem to the class of all planar ~raphs. However, we can abstract the general 

approach. Call the vertices added to S:r"-1
( G) to obtain S:rk( G) the level k vertices. The original 

vertices of G are the level 0 vertices. Start with the level 0 vertices placed on a circle and the 

remainder of Srt{G) in the interior of the circle. For each ouccessive level j, lSiSk, pull each 

level j vertex out of the interior to a place on the circle oo that it is near some vertex it is adja-

cent 1<1 on the preceding levels. Of course, this abstraction is too rough 1<1 form an algorithm. 
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FJsure 3.10. Interior of ST2(K,) 
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Figure 3.11. Book Embeddlna of ST2
( K,) 

However, our planar graph algorithm wiU, in some sense, match this abstraction. 

a.z.z. Blfureatora 

Chung, Leighton and Rosenberg [CLR} apply the notion or a bifurcator to obtain non-trivial 

upper bounds on pagenumber for some classes or graphs. A bifurcator provides a measure of the 

difficulty or recursively dividing a graph. Fonnally, let G be a graph, B an integer and p a 

number, p> l. We say that G has a blli•nced p- bifure•tor of eize B if G has fewer than B edges or 

if there exists a decomposition tree for G as follows. The root of the tree (at level 0) is G. Sup

pose His a graph at level k. If [H[=l, then H has no sons. If [H[=n> 1, then H bas two sons H1 

and H2 at level k+l such that: (a) [H1[=r n/21, [H2[=ln/zl; (b) H H1UH2; and (c) the number 

or edges between H1 and H2 iB no more than Bp-t. 

The following proposition is proved in [CLR]: 
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Propoaltlon 3.Z. JCLRJ If G has a balanced p-bifurcator or size B, then it is embeddable in 

[ : 1J B pages. 

Each bounded-degree n-vertex planar sraph has a balanced J2..bifurcator or size 0( Jii). Thus, 

for any fixed degree d, the ~valent n-vertex planar graphs can be embedded in 0( v'ii) pages. 

This approach is applicable to many classes of sraphs but it does not make use or the special 

structure or planar graphs. 

a.z.a. Separatlns Trlanslea 

Buss and Shor JBSJ combine the notions of hamiltonian cycles and separating cycles to yield 

the first proof that the pagenumber of planar sraphs is bounded. In their result, the separating 

cycles are always triangles that are not the boundary or any face. Their approach depends on the 

followins powerful result of Whitney JWhJ: 

Propoaltlon 3.3. JWhJ If G is a maximal planar graph with no separating triangles, then G is 

hamiltonian. 

We brieOy describe their construction. G is partitioned into successive lweiB. Each level 

consists of some number of connected •ections, each of which contains no separating triangle. In 

fact, the separating triangles of the original G are the windows through which sections at succes

sive levels view each other. Each section is hamiltonian by Whitney's result and hence two-page 

embeddable. In fact, each section together with the •ubsection• at the next level that can be seen 

through the windows in the section can be embedded in six pages. Each subsection has at most 

three pages incident to it. The embedding of the subsection nests within the embedding or the 

section. Thus six pages are required to so between successive levels and three pages can be 

reused. Hence, a nine-pase book embeddin& results. 

There are three parallels between the Buss and Shor construction and our aJ&orithm. First, 

both embeddings are done by levels. Second, cycles are used in some way to separate levels. 

Third, the embedding• or successive levels nest so that pages can be reused. We elaborate on 

these points in the next section. 
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3.3. Element. of the Seven-Pap Algorithm 

In this section, we discuss the significant elements or our solution while avoiding the details. 

We first describe a decomposition or a planar graph into /eve/8 in preparation for a breadth-first 

traversal of the levels. The argument is inductive; once all preceding levels have been embedded, 

with the inductive hypothesis met, the algorithm shows how to add one more level and make the 

inductive hypothesis true for the new embedding. Cucle1 at each level are the windows to the 

next level and the basis for extension to the next level. 

3.3.1. Levela 

The first element of our solution is to partition the vertices of a planar graph into levels. 

One characteristic of these levels is that each edge of the graph is either between two vertices at 

the same level or between two vertices at successive levels. In contrast to the levels of Buss and 

Shor, our levels are based on distance from the exterior face of the planar embedding. Buss and 

Shor obtain hamiltonian cycles in each of their levels but have no information concerning the 

structure of these cycles. With our leveling, we have more control on the superhamiltonian cycles 

obtained and have important information about the order of vertices in the cycles. 

For convenience in defining levels, we restrict attention to a subclass of the planar graphs. 

An inner-triangulated plan4r graph (or /-graph) is a connected undirected simple graph that can 

be embedded in the plane so that any interior face is bounded by a triangle, and the exterior face 

is bounded by a cycle (the bounding cucle of the !-graph). Henceforth, whenever we have an 

inner-triangulated planar graph, we also have a fixed planar embedding of the above form. The 

interior and ezterior of any cycle are defined with respect to this embedding. Clearly, any planar 

graph G is a subgraph of oome !-graph G'. Since a seven-page embedding of the !-graph G' res

tricts to a seven-pqe embedding of the graph G, we are justified in considering only !-graphs. 

The introduction or !-graphs is also justified by the needs or an inductive proof. Given any cycle 

in an !-graph, that cycle together with its interior forms an !-graph. The algorithm will use the 

discovery or the bounding cycles or !-graphs at each level to continue the induction. 
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Let G=( V,E) be an 1-sraph. G0=( V0,E'o) is the level 0 •ubgroph of G where V0 , the set of 

level 0 vertice~, is the set of vertices on the exterior face of G, and E;, the set of level 0 edge•, is 

the set of edges on the exterior face of G. Hence, G0 is just the boundins cycle of the exterior 

face of G. 

Levels l:>O are defined by distance from G0• Suppose we have defined G._1=(V._1, Eo.-1), 

for k~ 1. G;=( V"E,), the /eve/ l: aubgroph or G, is defined as follows. V" the set of /eve/ k ver-

0-1 

Iicea, is the subset of V- U V, consisting of vertices adjacent to vertices in V._1• An edge (vvv,) 

~ 

is in E,, the set of level k edge•, if v1, v.,E V, and there exists v,E V,_1 such that ( "v""' v,) is a face of 

G. Clearly, V is the disjoint union of aU nonempty v,, k~O. 

X;, the set of level k chordo/ edge•, contains exactly the edges between level l: vertices that 

are not in E;. B~i+lo the set of level k to k+ 1 binding edge~, contains an edge ( "" v,) if v, is a level 

k vertex and v2 is a level k+ 1 vertex or vice versa. Clearly, E is the disjoint union of all the 

nonempty E., X, and Bu+t• for k~O. 

The set E, can be further partitioned. C" the set of level k cvc/e edges, is the set of those 

edges in E; that lie on a cycle of G;. N;=Er-Ch is the set of level k non-cvcle edgeB. 

If K is a level k cycle, then call K together with its interior G IK (read G reatricled to K). 

G IK is an !-graph. By the independence of the interior and exterior of K, it makes sense to 

speak of the levels of G not precedins k restricted to K. For example, V, IK, J'?. k, consists of all 

vertices of V, which are on K (if j=k) or interior to K (if j> l:). B,J+1IK, ;'?,k, consists of all 

edges of B,J+l which are interior to K. 

Let v, be a vertex of a cycle K of G;. Let v,_1 and "<+t be the vertices of K adjacent to v, 

(when K is traversed clockwise). Then there is a path in G IK from v,_1 to "<+t that includes only 

vertices adjacent to v,. since the interior of K is triangulated. Define P, to be this path. 
' 

Figure 3.12 shows an example or an inner-triangulated graph with two levels. Vertices 

v,, · · · ,v12 are in V0, while vertices "" ···,lie are in V1• Edges (v,,v4), (v.,v,0), ("6,Vo) and (v,,t'o) 

are level 0 chordal edses. Et={(u1,~).(~,u,),(u,,u6)}. Since G1 has no cycles, N1=E; and K1=f. 
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Figure 3.1:1. 1-IP'•Ph with Two Levela 
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Examples or level 0 to level 1 bindin& edges are (v,,u1), (v4,u6) and (~~g,u,). P.,. is the path 

Fisure 3.13 shows an inner-triangulated sraph with 3 levels. Level 0 vertices are v1, • • • ,v., 

level 1 vertices are UJ> · · · ,!Jt and the sole level 2 vertex is fUJ. The two cycles ot G1 are 

(ul>u.,u.,u4,u6) and (u4,u,,u,). The only chordal edge is (u8,u6). 

We now examine the structure or levels in an I-&raph. AB we noted earlier, I-yaphs recur at 

succesoive levels. We study the structure or G0 tosether with G1 to understand the structure or 

Gt and Gt+1• The vertices or G1 are just those adjacent to vertices ot G0 but not in G0• Remove 

the vertices or G0 and their incident edges from the planar embedding. Then V1 (the vertices or 

G1) are exactly those on the exterior face or the resultin& planar embeddin&. By the definition or 

E,. and the tact that G is inner-triangulated, the edges on the exterior face are exactly E1• Thus 

we have the following: 

Lemma 3.4. G1=(VJ>E,.) is an outerplanar graph. 

We ask when G1 is connected. The following lemma provides a sufficient condition tor G1 

to be connected. 

Lemma 3-&. It XO is empty, then G1 is connected. 

Proofl Let VI> •• . ,v,. be the vertices or Go in clockwise order. Let •v-.E VI be such that .I is 

adjacent to v1 and u. is adjacent to '-'.!· We will show that u1 and u. are in the same connected 

component or Gl. Since the interior or G is triangulated, there exists z E Gl such that (VI, v,.z) is a 

triangle. Also, we may represent P.,. by the path (v,,w1, • • • ,w.'-'2)· Similarly, there exists a 

path ( v1,zv · · · ,zb v8) such that each vertex in the path is adjacent to v2. Since XO is empty, the 

path (wv · · · ,w1) is in G1. Similarly, the path (zl> · · · ,zt) is in G1• Clearly, by planarity and 

triangulation, =w, =z1• Since u1 is some w., by triangulation, u1 and z are in the same con

nected component or G1• Similarly, u. and z are in the aame component. Hence, u1 and u. are in 

the same component. By a transitivity argument, all vertices or G1 are in a oingle connected com

ponent. 0 
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Flcure 3.13. 1-Graph with Three Levela 
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See Figure 3.14 for an example where X, is empty. 

Assume G1 is conneded. Every biconnected component or G1 that is not a single edge is a 

cycle, all or whose edges are on the exterior face (Harary [Ha]). For each cycle K or G., add a 

vertex VK in the interior or K, remove all the edges or K, and connect VK to each vertex or K. Let 

H be the resultins graph and call it the biconnected component• graph (or BC-graph) or G1. As an 

example or a connected G1, see Figure 3.15; G1 contains cycles A and A 1• The construction or the 

BC-graph adds vertex VA in the interior or cycle A and vertex VA' in the interior or cycle A 1. The 

construction then removes edges or A and A 1• Finally, the construction connects v A to all vertices 

or A and vA' to all vertices or A 1• Figure 3.16 illustrates the resulting BC-graph. The construction 

of the BC-graph is quite similar to that of the block-cutpoint-tree or Harary and Palmer [HP[. 

Clearly, His planar and connected, since G1 is. In fact, His a tree. 

Lemma 3.&. Suppose G1 is connected. Then H, the BC-graph or G,. is a tree. 

Proof: By induction on the number or cycles in G1• U G1 has no cycles, then G1 is a tree and 

H G1• Suppose G1 has exactly one cycle K. U G1=K, then His clearly a tree. U G1"fK, then 

Figure 3.14. Empt;y Xo 
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Cycle A Cycle A' 

Figure 3.15. Example of Conneeted G1 

Figure 3.111. The BC-Graph of G1 

G1 minus the edges of K is a forest where each tree in the forest contains exactly one vertex of K. 

The addition of vK together with edges to each vertex thus makes the forest into a tree. Hence H 

is that tree. 

For purpose of induction, suppose the result is true whenever G1 hao fewer than k cycles, 

k> 1. To extend the induction, M8Ume G1 hao k cycles. Let K and A be distinct cycles or G1• 

There exist. a cut vertex v1E V1 on K whose removal separates G1 into two or more connected 
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components such that K and A are in different components. Let D1 be the component containing 

K-v1, and let D2 be the component containin& A-vr Let Da. · · · ,D. be the remaining com

ponents of G1• Each component has some vertex adjacent to vr By inductive hypothesis, the 

BC-graph of each component is a tree. Further H is exactly the onion of these BC-graphs 

together with an edge from each BC-graph to Vr Thus His a tree. D 

We are now justified in calling H the biconnected components tree (or BC-tree) of G1 when 

G1 is connected. Now that we know the structure of G1, let us examine the connections between 

G0 and G1• We say an edge (vvv2) of G is visible from vertex v3 if (v""''v,) is a faee of G. The 

following lemma shows that we can characterize an edge of & as a cycle edge or a non-cycle edge 

according to whether the edge is visible from one or two vertices of G0 . 

Lemma 3.7. Suppose (v,,v2)E&. Then (v,,v.)EN1 if and only if there exist exactly two distinct 

vertices v3, v,E V0 such that ( v,, v2) is visible from Vs and v,. 

Proof: Suppose (vv!'z)EN1• By definition of Nv (!1,"z) does not lie on a cycle of G1• By 

definition of &. there exists VsE V0 such that ( v" !'z) is visible from v3• Let v,E V be such that 

( v1, !'z) is also visible from v, and v,,,:v.. If v,E v., v, is in the interior of some cycle K of G1• But 

then (v"!'z) must be an edge of K, so (vvv2)~N1• If v,EV" then either (vvv2,v,) is a cycle of G1 (a 

contradiction) or one of (v1,v,) and (v2,v,) is in Xv say (v1,v,). The edge (v"v,) is in the interior of 

some cycle K of G1• But then ( "" !'z) must be an edge of K, a contradiction. By process of elimi

nation, v,E V0• 

Now suppose there exist distinct .,., v,E V0 such that ( v,, v2) is visible from "• and v,. The 

edge (v~ovd is in the interior of Go- No cycle containing (v~>">) can exist in the interior of G0 by 

planarity. Hence (v1,!'z)EN1. D 

It is clear that the vertices and edges at levels ~2 are contained in the interiors of the 

cycles of G1 (the level 1 cycles). Since cycles in a planar p;raph separate the p;raph, the interiors 

of any two level 1 cycles are independent in the sense that there are no edges or vertices in com

mon .between the two interion!, and there are no edges between the two interiors. 
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Since G jK is a.n !-graph, we can translate results for G0 to results for G jK. In particular, 

we immediately have these generalizations of Lemmas 3.5-3.7. 

Lemma 3.8. Suppose K is a cycle of G,_., and XHIK=8. Then GJK is connected. 

Lemma 3.0. Suppose K is a cycle of G._1, and G, IK is connected. Then H, the BC-~raph of 

G; jK, is a tree. 

Lemma 3.10. Suppose K is a cycle of GH, and (v1,v2)EEJK. Then (v~o":!)EN,jK if and only if 

there exist exactly two distinct vertices v.,v4EV._1 jK such that (v1,v.) is visible from v. and v4• 

We complete the description of the leveled structure of G by giving a tree decomposition for 

G. First define a two-level tree for the structure of G0 and G1. Let K1,K2, · • · ,K., be the cycles 

of G1, and let V1' be the vertices of G1 not on any of KvK., · · · ,K.,. Represent G0 and G1 by 

the non-oriented tree with G0 as root and V1 ',K~o · · · ,K., as leaves. Now, each GjK1 is an !

graph with fewer levels than G. Thus each leaf K1 can be further decomposed until a tree results 

where no leaf is a cycle and each non-leaf is a cycle. Call the resulting tree the decomposition 

tree (or D·tree) for G, and call each interior node a D·cycle. 

The D-tree of G is almost a partition or the vertices of G. It fails to be a partition exactly 

in the case where two brother cycles at the same level share a vertex. Such a shared vertex is 

called a pinch vertez. Two brother cycles can share at most one pinch vertex. The pinch vertices 

at a level will be a particular source of problems to our algorithm. 

The general llow of the algorithm can be described with respect to the D-tree. The vertices 

are ordered, and the edges are assigned to pages via a breadth-first traversal of the D-tree starting 

at the root. If K, and K 1 are two brother cycles, the algorithm assigns two disjoint blocks on the 

embedding circle to the two cycles. The important step in the algorithm is thus extending the 

layout or a cycle in the D-tree to a layout of the cycle and all its sons. We discuss this step next. 

3.3.2. D-Cyelea 

The second element of our solution is the recognition of D-cycles. If a D-cycle is at level 1: 

of the D-tree, we call it a (1:)-cyc/e. Each D-cycle oeparates G into two independent parts, its 
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interior and its exterior. Consider a particular D-cycle K. Let K1 = G JK denote the graph con

sisting of K together with its interior. Let V1 denote the vertex set for K1. Similarly, let KE 

denote the graph consisting of K together with its exterior, and let VE denote its vertex set. Sup

pose we have book em beddings B1 and BE for K1 and KE respectively. How can we obtain a book 

embedding B for G from B1 and BE? We recognize two points here. 

First, K1 and KE have exactly the cycle K in common. If the vertices of K do not appear in 

the same (cyclic) order in both B1 and BE• then there is little hope of binding the two together. If 

the order of K is the same in both, then at least V V1U VE can be placed in an order such that 

both V1 and VE are in the same order that they appear in B1 and BE respectively. What common 

order should be chosen forK in both book embeddings! We choose the cyclic order generated by 

the cycle K. A corollary of this choice is the following. When embedding the exterior of K, the 

interior or K is not examined: the embedding• or Kl and KE are independent except for their 

interface, K. 

Second, if we do combine B1 and BE to obtain an embedding B for G, the number or pages 

in B could be as large as the sum of the numbers of pages in B1 and BE. This is undesirable, as 

we want a constant (seven) upper bound on the pagenumbers of B~o BE, and B. We constrain the 

structure of B1 and BE so that any new crossinr; edges created by the combininr; of B1 and BE to 

form B are edges incident to vertices of K. The constraint, called neoting, is covered in the next 

section. 

Our algorithm constructs B by induction on the level of K. We can describe in r;eneral 

terms the key inductive step of extending an embedding for aD-cycle Kat level k-1 to an embed

ding for K together with its sons in the D-tree. For convenience of exposition, we assume 

X._1JK 8, so that G,JK is connected, by Lemma 3.8. The removal of this 385umption is dis

cussed in the next section. By a suitable inductive hypothesis, K is embedded in ita cycle order 

within a book embedding for KE- We extend K to be a supercycle including all vertices of G,JK, 

that is, all the vertices of the sons of K in the D-tree. K remains in its cycle order within the 

supercycle. Each D-cycle in G,JK is also in its cycle order to satisfy our requirement that the 
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embedding of each D-cycle be suitable as an interface to the next level. 

We first describe a method or accomplishing the extension or K, that is not the one we use. 

Our reason for mentioning this method is twofold. First, the method does work in the case that 

G,IK contains no cycles (see section 3.4). Second, analysis or the failure or this method 

motivates the method that we do use. 

The method visits each vertex or G,IK. Each vertex or G,IK is adjacent to at least one 

vertex or K. Suppose v, is a vertex or K. Let P, be the path (v,_1,u1,u,, · · · ,um,vi+J). Then , 
(uvu,),(u,,u.), · · · ,(u,...vum) are the edges or G,IK visible rrom v,. In fact, P, gives the visita, 
tion order for these edges; see Figure 3.17. The vertices or K are visited in counter-clockwise 

order. When vertex v, or K is reached, the vertices u1, • • • ,u, in P, are examined in a clockwise , 
order until an unvisited vertex is encountered. (Ir there is no unvisited vertex, then go to vl+1.) Ir 

vertex u1 is unvisited, it means that u1 is not yet in the supercycle. Go from v, to uP and follow 

Figure 3.17 Vlaltlng the Vertleea of P, , 

\ 
\ 

y q+1 
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P. from u1 to v,._1• Onee all vertiees of K have been visited, a supercyele results that contains all 
f 

vertices of K and G,IK. 

We note some features of the resulting supercyele. First, we have the reason for considering 

this method: 

The supereyele indicates a two-page embedding for the graph consisting o! K, B;..1.•IK 

and G •I K; it orders the vertiees and partitions the edges into two pages. 

Seeond, this supercyele is really just a eyele in the graph; no edges are added to obtain the super-

eyele. Third, eyele K and all ( k)-eyeles are in their cyele order in the supercyele. Fourth, the 

interiors of (k)-eyeles are not examined in extendin& K to a supercyele. Fifth, some (k)-eyeles are 

separated into fragments by the supercyele; see, for example, Figure 3.18 (the supercyele consists 

o! the dashed lines), where each (k)-cyele (A and A') is fragmented into two paths. 

I \ 

-y6! 

\ --"' ' 
" 

FJaure 3.18. Supereyele Fragment. (k)-C;yele. 



The problem with this method is in the firth feature. The verticeo of a (k)<ycle may be 

mingled among level b--1 verticeo. This mingling cannot be prevented at succeosive levels. Thus, 

there may be crossings of edgeo separated by an arbitrary number of levels, so there is no way to 

reuse pageo from one level at any later level and obta.in a hound on the number of pageo required. 

The solution to this problem is discussed next. Unfortunately, as the solution eliminates the proh-

Jem of the fifth feature, it also eliminates the advantage of the second feature. 

a.a.a. Nestlna 

We wish to prevent the crossing of edges from levels that are far apart. We want to accom-

plish this by preventing the mingling of verticeo from levels $b--l with the vertices of a (k)<ycle. 

We can do so if the supercycle extending cycle K to include G1 IK contains each (k)<ycle contigu-

ously. This is a requirement in addition to the requirement of maintaining each D-cycle in cycle 

order in the supercycle. 

The key to placing all the vertices of a D-cycle contiguously in the supercycle is that once 

one vertex of the cycle is reached, aD the vertices must be picked up. In general, this cannot be 

accomplished without adding edges to G. Since the interior of G is maximal planar, these new 

edges destroy planarity. To restore planarity, a few carefully selected edges are deleted, and 

other edges are re-routed. This process of adding, deleting and re-routin& edges to obtain a super-

cycle is called micro-turgeru. 

The subgraph of interest is composed of K, B,_1,1 IK and G1 iK. The exterior of K and the 

interiors of the ( k)<ycles are of no current interest, •• we proc .. d •• though the11 were not present 

in the p/onar embedding. Micro-surgery is used when a vertex u1 of some (k)<ycle A is added to 

the supercycle between v, and vf+1 of cycle K: aD remaining vertices of A must immediately be 

added to the supercycle. Suppose the edge (upuJ+1) is on A, and both u1 and uJ+1 are in P •. Sup
' 

pose further that u, is the rightm011t vertex of P. that is on A. Micr~urgery starts by deleting 
' 

edge (u1,uJ+I), which creates a gap between u1 and uJ+1 in the planar embedding. These edges 

( v~ uJ-H!),( v~ ·~), · · · ,( v~ u,) are re-routed through the gap. The result is that these edges are 
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now attached to the vertices or cycle A rrom the inside rather than the outside; see Figure 3.19. 

The re-routing opens space to add the edge (uJ+.,u>+-1) iJ u*1 exists, or the edge (uJ+1,vt+d other

wise. The supercycle is then extended around A (in a clockwise direction in Figure 3.19) rrom u1 

to uJ+1 and thence to "*' or "t+l· 

What can go wrong! While cycle A is being traversed rrom u, to UJ+b a vertex or another 

cycle might be added to the supercycle. An example is shown in Figure 3.20 where the pinch ver

tex z is shared by both cycle A and cycle A 1• This presents a dilemma. The vertices or A 1 cannot 

he picked up at this point because we must keep the vertices or A contiguous on tbe supercycle. 

However, if the vertices or A 1 are not picked up at this point, then vertex z will not be contiguous 

with the remaining vertices of A 1 on the supercycle. Therefore, we are forced to relax the require-

Cycle A 

yq y q+1 

Figure 3.1 0. Micro-Surge!')' on a ( k}-Cycle 



y u 

X w 

Figure 3.20. Vertex z Shared by Two (k)-Cyeles 

ment, because or these pinch vertices. 

The requirement on the supercycle that we will be able to meet is: 

Each (k)-cycle appears contiguously in the supercycle, except for at most one distinguished 

vertex. 

In Figure 3.20, the distinguished vertex for (k)-cycle A' is z. Since z is not contiguous with the 

remaining vertices of A 1, z is said to be oeparated from A 1• 

We must guarantee that at most one vertex is separated from each cycle. We justify the 

requirement with the BC-tree T oC G,jK; see Figure 3.21. Recall that Tis obtained from G1 !K 

by performing the following operation on each cycle A oC G1 jK: add a vertex v A in the interior or 

A, add an edge from VA to each vertex or A, and remove all edges or A. The process or extending 

K to a supercycle can be thought of as a traversal of T. The traversal is depth-first until the first 

cycle-edge is encountered. Suppose that cycle-edge is on A. At that point, the vertex vA pre

empts all vertices or A Cor itself (aU vertices or A are immediately picked up). This can be viewed 

as a contraction of all vertices of A to vA; eee Figure 3.22. In particular vA p.....,mpts z from cycle 

A 1• When later the edge (z,w) of cycle A'is encountered, all vertices of cycle A'except z are pre

empted by vertex "A'· See Figure 3.23. It is clear that in a depth-first traversal of T, vertices z 
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Figure 3.:U. The BC-Tree 

u 

{x,y,z} 

v,. y ,.. 

w 

Figure a.n. Contraetlon or Cyele A to VA 
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{x,y,z} {u,w} 

• • 
y A' 

Figure 3.13. Contraetlon of Cyele A 1 Exeept z to v A' 

and w will be encountered berore any other vertices or A 1 and that vertex w will be reached 

through the vertex "A' Thus z is the only vertex separated rrom A 1• 

we have established the rollowing micr<rsurgery lemma. 

Lemma 3.11. Using micr<rsurgery, a (~I)-cycle K can be extended to a supercycleS containing 

G, IK such that 

(1) each (k)-cyc!e or G,IKis in cycle order inS; 

(2) each (k)-cycle or G1 IK is contiguous in S except ror at most one separated vertex. 

We now have the supercycle we want. At successive levels, the supercycle nests each ( k)

cycle between two consecutive vertices or a (~I)-cycle. For each (k)-cycle, we have to account 

ror three categories or pages: the pages ror the edges rrom its rather (~I)-cycle to the (k)-cycle; 

the pages ror the edges rrom the (k)-cycle to its son nodes; and the pages rrom the (k)-cycle to its 

separated vertex and rrom the (k)-cycle to its brother (k)-cycles ror their separated vertices that 

are on the (k)-cycle. We show that the number or pages required in each category is bounded at 

every level. Because or nesting, the pages used at one level can be reused at subsequent levels. 

Thus, nesting provides the last element or the solution to a bounded pagenumber ror planar 

graphs. 
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3.4. Level. Without Cyele. 

In this section, we address in detail the C38e where some level does not contain any cycles. 

It is sufficient to consider the c38e where G1 contains no cycles. The approach is to extend the 

cycle G0 to a superhamiltonian cycle including G1• In fact, we can show that G is actually hamil-

ton ian in this c38e. No edges must be added to G to obtain the desired superhamiltonian cycle. 

As promised in the last section, the problems with chordal edges are resolved by an algorithm 

presented in this section. 

Lemma 3.11. H G1 contains no cycles, then G1 is a forest, and every level greater than 1 is 

empty. 

Proof! Ir G1 contains no cycles, then G1 is a forest by definition. No level greater than 1 ran be 

nonempty since there are no level 1 cycles to ron tain level 2 vertices. D 

Lemma 3.13. Ir G1 contains no cycles and is connected, then G1 is a tree. 

Proof: By the definition or a tree. D 

Theorem 3.14. JC G1 contains no cycles and iC A<, is empty, then G1 is connected; moreover, 

there exists a hamiltonian cycle H Cor G such that the vertices or G0 appear in H in the same 

order as they do in the cycle Go-

Proof! We construct H using micro-surgery; the construction is simplified by the absence or (1)-

cycles in G. By Lemma 3.5, G1 is connected. By Lemma 3.13, G1 is a tree. Let v., · · · ,v,. be 

the vertices or G0 in cyclic (say clockwise) order. Since A<, is empty, all interior vertices or the 

path P,1,1~q~m, are in V1. First, suppose that G1 is empty. Since G is inner-triangulated, and 

since Xo is empty, G is a triangle, and the theorem is easily satisfied. Now assume that G1 is 

nonempty. Then Cor each v1, there exists some vertex or G1 adjacent to v,; in other words, each 

P, has length greater than one. 
I 

We state the construction or H by micro-surgery Cor the c38e in which G1 contains no (I)-

cycles. Start Hat v,. Whenever v,,1~ q~ m, is reached, examine P,
1 

Cor vertices not yet in H. 

Let (v_._.,u., · · · ,ubv..r1) denote P, (subscripts or the v's are taken modulo m). Ir each 
I 



u1 ,l~j~k, is already in H, then extend H from v, to vri-1 via the edge (v~vo+1); if vo+1=v., then 

halt. Otherwise, let j be smallest such that u1 is not in H. Extend H from v, to v ri-1 via the path 

(v.u,,u,+,. · · · ,u.,vt+1); if vo+1=v., then halt. Figure 3.17 shows in dashed lines the extension or 

H from v, to vri-1• It is clear that every vertex or G is in H. 

It remains to show that no vertex of G1 is visited twice during the construction or H. For 

the purposes or obtaining a contradiction, suppose that u, E V1 is visited twice, the second time 

while His being extended from v, to vri-1• Consider Figure 3.24. Since u1 is not yet in H, we 

know that u1 ;Fu,; however, u!+1 and u, may be identical. Since (u,.u/+1) is a non-cycle edge, by 

Lemma 3.7, there exists v,EV0 such that v,;Fv,, and edge (u,.u,+,) is visible from v,. Let v1 be 

the vertex of G0 at which u, was first visited. Since v1 is visited before v,, and since G0 is visited 

in clockwise order, we have t~s<q. Therefore, v, is visited before vq; in particular, u1 is visited 

before v,. But this is a contradiction to u1 not having been visited before. This contradiction 

y q+l 

Ftsure 3.24. Contradletlon for Theorem 3.14 
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validates the construction of H. 

Clearly H contains V0 in the order v1, • • • ,v,.. Hence His the desired hamiltonian cycle for 

G. 0 

Theorem 3.16. If G1 contains no cycles, then G is subhamiltonian; moreover, the order of the 

vertices of G0 in the hamiltonian cycle is preserved. 

Proof: Assume G1 is not empty. IC Xo is empty, apply Theorem 3.14. IC Xo is nonempty, re

embed the Xo edges outside G0 (this can be done by outerplanarity ), and triangulate the interior 

of G0 in such a way that no new chordal edges are introduced. This triangulation is always possi· 

ble for the following reason. With the Xo edges removed, any interior face of G must have a level 

1 vertex on its boundary. Thus each interior face can be triangulated by connecting level 1 ver· 

tices to level 0 vertices or to other level 1 vertices in such a way that no cycles are created in G1• 

Now, Theorem 3.14 applies to G0 and its interior. Edges of Xo will necessarily be exterior to the 

hamiltonian cycle in the modified embedding. 0 

We apply Theorem 3.15 to the graph G of Figure 3.12. G1 contains no cycles and is not 

connected. Hence, we re-embed the edges of Xo={( ~.v,),( v4,v10),( v6,v0),( 17, ~)} outside G0 and 

retriangulate the interior of G0• Figure 3.25 shows the result. The curved edges are those from 

X(,. Edges (v.,u!), (u,,u6), (u,,u.) and ('II,Us) have been added so that the interior of G0 is now 

retriangulated, G1 is connected, and G1 has no cycles (hence is a tree). We apply the algorithm of 

Theorem 3.14 to obtain a hamiltonian cycle, which is shown by dashed edges in Figure 3.26. 

Applying Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 3.15, we have the following: 

Corollaey 3.111. If C1=1t, then G is twc>-page embeddable. 

3.6, The Algorithm 

In this section, the development of our algorithm for embedding a planar graph in a seven· 

page book culminates in a description and analysis of the algorithm. The components that have 

been obtained in previous sections are combined into an integrated unit. The reasons for the 

result seven are given. The pagewidth of the resulting embedding is discussed. The linear time 
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Figure 3.16. Retrlangulated Graph 
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performance is verified. 

3.6.1. The Statement 

Before stating the algorithm, we need two definitions. Ir K is a (i)-cycle, let T be the BC

tree or G;+l IK. Suppose we have chosen a root for T. Define the distance from the root to VA by 

the number or cycles between the root and vA. Call A even i1 the distance to vA is even, and call 

A odd otherwise. The significance or this terminology is that two odd cycles cannot share a pinch 

vertex. We have to account only for pinch vertices between odd/even cycle pairs. 

We start with a condensed statement or the algorithm. Given an !-graph G, visit the levels 

of Gin a breadth-first manner (by traversin& its D-tree). Each (k}-cycle K or G is assigned a dis

tinguished vertex fira~K) and two pages page(K) and avoi~K) by the algorithm. K is extended to 

a supercycle including Gt+1 IK by micro-surgery. The problem or chordal edges is taken care or 

as in the previous section. The supercycle gives the embedding or the vertices or Gt+1 IK with 

respect to the embedding or K. The set or pages is the set or natural numbers {1,2, · · · }. In the 

algorithm, each or a, b, and e is a variable takin& on a page as value. The edges incident to 

fira~K) are assigned to page(K), as are all other edges outside the supercycle. The edges inside 

the supercycle are assigned to a second page c. The BC-tree or Gi+1 IK is constructed. The even 

cycles or Gt+• IK are assigned to a page a and the odd cycles to a page b. The pages a, b and e 

must be other than page avoid(K). Each cycle K is assigned a fira~K) value; if K has a separated 

vertex, then fira~K) is that vertex. 

A complete statement or the steps or the algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.1. Each step 

will be discussed in turn in the remainder or this subsection. The choice or pages a, b and e in 

steps 4.4 and 4.5 is nondeterministic. While the choice could be made deterministically, the non

determinism electively indicates the freedom available in the algorithm. 

(1) The D-tree T or G is constructed by breadth-first search or G rrom G0, the root or T. 

This search identifies the levels and the (i)-cycles or G. Since the search can be ""complished in 

O(IEI) time, and since G is planar, this step requires 0(1 Vi) time. In pr,..,tice, this step would be 



(1) Construct the D-tree or G by breadth-first search. 

(2) Choose an arbitrary vertex or G0 to be firo~ G0). 

(3) Embed G0 in a circle in its cycle order. Assign page 1 to be poge( G0). 

(4) For each (1-}-cycle K, visit its sons by executing steps 4.1 through 4.5. 
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(4.1~mbed the chordal edges X1 IK outside K, and retriangulate the interior of K 80 that no new 
chordal edges are introduced. 

(4.2) By micro-surgery, extend K to a supercycle S including all vertices or Gt+1 IK. 

(4.3) Nest the embedding of G1+1 IK within the embedding forK in the order given by S. 

{4.4) Choose two pages • and 6 that are not incident to any vertex or K. For each (k+1)-cycle A 
in Gt+1 IK, set poge(A)=• and avoi<JlA)=b if A is even and set page(A)=b and auoid(A)=• 
if A is odd. 

(4.5) Let c be a page different from • and b and from any page incident to vertices or K. Assign 
the exterior edges or S to page(K) and the interior edges to c. 

AI&orltbm 3.1. Planar Graph AJsorltbm 

accomplished at the same time as the remaining steps. 

(Z) This is an initialization step. Every (k)-cycle K of G will be aasigned a vertex first(K) 

that is meant to be its separated vertex, if any. It is also the vertex at which the supercycle 

extending K is to begin. Since G0 will have no separated vertex, an arbitrary vertex is chosen to 

be firs~ G0). Since firs~K) is the start or the supercycle, all edges incident to firs~K) are either 

on or outside the supercycle. Thus all edges incident to first(K) can be assigned to the same page. 

That page will be page(K). For G0, we arbitrarily choose poge( G0 )=1. 

(3) With this step, the book embedding actually begins. The vertices of G0 are placed on a 

circle in cycle order. The vertex firs~ G0) is the first vertex in the embedding. 

(4) Here is the breadth-first traversal of the D-tree. A visited (k)-cycle K is extended by 

visiting all or its 80ns during the execution or steps 4.1 through 4.5. Breadth-first is not the only 

traversal scheme that will work, but it will do. The important properties of the traversal are that 

a father be visited before its 80ns and that all brothers be visited "simultaneously." At the point 

that K is extended, we know that all vertices or K have been embedded and are contiguous in 

that embedding, except perhaps for firs~K). None or the edges on K or inside K have been 
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assigned to pages, but the edges of K will be assigned to pages in this execution or step 4.5. 

(4.1) The chordal edges in K may prevent G*1 IK from bein& connected. G1>+t IK can be 

made connected by the operations used in Theorem 3.15. Cross edges are pulled outside K, and 

the interior or K is retriangulated to make G*1 IK connected. Note that all edges of X,IK will 

be on the outside or the supercycle obtained in step 4.2. Therefore, these edges will all be 

assigned to page(K) in step 4.5. The solution of the problem or chordal edges thus comes with no 

additional page cost. 

(4.1) Gt+t IK is modified by the micro-surgery technique or section 3.3 to allow K to be 

extended to a supercycle S including G*1 IK. Let A be any cycle or G*1 IK. Then the vertices 

or A are in cycle order in S. In addition, the vertices or A are contiguous in S except perhaps for 

a separated vertex u, which is assigned to be firs~ A). 

(4.3) The supercycle S gives the embedding order for the vertices or G*1 IK with respect to 

the vertices or K. The vertices or K are currently contiguous in the embedding, except possibly 

for firs~K). Suppose the vertices or K are firs~K}=vt,v, · · · ,v.. Then the picture before 

G*1 IK is embedded is as in Figure 3.27, where v.,, · · · ,v. are contiguous in the embedding, but 

there may be other vertices between v1 and Vz. The creation or S causes all vertices or P. to he 
1 

~ ~ 

••• 
= 

first(K) 

Figure 3.17. K Before G*1 IK Ia Embedded 
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in S before ":!· There will be other vertices before v2 if any (k+l)-cycle edges are encountered in 

P.,. Denote by s., all the vertices between vt and ":! in the supercycle. All other vertices of 

Gt+1 IK occur in S before v.. Thus, all of s., can be placed next to ":!, and the remainder of S 

will fit in the interval between ":! and v.. The result is as in Figure 3.28 where the vertices of 

S-Kare shown larger than v1, • • • ,v~ 

(4.4) Let A be any (k+l)-cycle in Gt+1 IK and let u1(=/irst(A)),-., · · · ,u,. be the vertices 

of A. The edges of A will not be assigned to pages until its sons are visited. (However, the non

cycle edges Nt+IIK will be assigned to pages in this execution of step 4.5.) From step 4.3, it is 

clear that no edges of A can cross any other edges already embedded, except for edges incident to 

u1• The edges incident to u1 consist of ( u., -.) and ( u1, u.,), as well as edges from u1 to Gt+2 IK. 

Call this set of edges the separated edges of u1. Any u, 'fu1 might be separated from some cycle 

other than A. For example, see Figure 3.28 where -. is separated from cycle A 1 and "• is 

separated from cycle A 11• At least the separated edge ( u1,u.,) will cross the separated edges of .. 

and "•• but no separated edge of -. crosses a separated edge of "-· Thus A must be assigned a 

r -- 1 

"" 
1 I 

r I I I 
r ~ I I I ,_ - - .... 

0 I Jl ' 0 Jl ' 0 0 

first(A) A A' A" 

y1 y2 y3 Y4 yn 

Figure 3.Z8. The Embeddlns of S 
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pa&e dilferent from the page of both A' and A", but A' and A" may be assigned the same page. 

This conflict between separated edges potentially occurs at any cycle or Go+tiK. Translating to 

the language or the BC-tree of G*1 lK, the even (k+l)-eycles may all be assigned the same page 

4 while the odd (k+l)-eycles may all be assi&ned the same page b, but 4 must be different from b. 

We choose 4 and b to be different from any page incident to K and from p4ge(K). Then setting 

p4g<{A)=4 if A is even and pag<(A)=b if A is odd avoids the page conflict. 

(4.5) This is the page assignment step. The edges on K, the chordal edge X,lK, the bind

ing edges B~t+1 IK and the non-cycle edges N*1 IK are assigned to one or two pages according to 

whether they are inside or outside or S. (Edges on S may be assigned to either page, except the 

edges incident to firs~K) must be assi&ned to p4g<{K).) The edges outside of S are assigned to 

p•g<(K). Since all edges incident to firs~K) are either outside S or on S, all edges incident to 

firs~K) are assigned to p•g<(K). The interior edges of S are assigned to page c. Page cis chosen 

to differ from all other pages incident to K, including pag<(K) and to differ from pages • and b of 

step 4.4. 

This completes the description or the algorithm. The verification of the correctness or the 

algorithm comes from the following theorem. The bounded pagenumber is proved later. 

TheoPem 3.17. Algorithm 3.1 yields a valid book embedding or an !-graph G. 

PPoofl Most of the proof has already been accomplished. Certainly Algorithm 3.1 embeds the 

vertices of G on a circle. It remains only to show that the page assignments in step 4.5 never 

introduce two crossing edges assigned to the same page. But this is clear: page(K) was chosen 

specifically so that the separated edges of first(K) could safely reach K. The vertices or the super

cycle S other than firs~K) are contiguous in the embeddin&. The only additional edges that can 

cross edges of S are those incident to K from the outside, i.e., those embedded when the parent of 

K was expanded. Hence the choices of pages a, b and c cannot raise a conflict. 

Thue the algorithm yield• a book embeddin& for G. D 



3.5.2. Why Sevenf 

So Car we have a valid book embeddinx for an !-graph G. To obtain a bounded 

pagenumber, we constrain our algorithm to select its pages from a bounded set. This is possible 

because of the independence of alternate leveb caused by the nesting of cycles. The analysis or 

the exact number or pages in that set begins with the following result. 

Lemma 3.18. Let K be any (k)-cycle of G. Book embed G using Algorithm 3.1. Then at most 

five pages are incident to K. (A page is incident to K iC there is an edge incident to a vertex or K 

that is assigned to that page.) 

Proof: Suppose K= G0• Then at the first execution of step 4.5, all edges incident to G0 are 

assigned to pages page( G0) and c. Hence at most two pages are incident to G0 . 

Suppose K~G0• Let K' be the parent of Kin the D-tree. Then edges incident to K that 

are exterior to K divide into two classes. The first class comprises those edges assigned to pages 

when step 4.5 is executed for K 1
• There are two pages used there. The second class comprises the 

edges separated from cycles or G,IK' other than K. These are all assigned to page avoid(K). 

Hence, three pages suffice for all incident edges exterior to K. The edges on K or interior to K 

are assigned to one of two pages when step 4.5 is executed for K. Hence five pages suffice Cor all 

edges incident to K. 0 

Theorem 3.19. Algorithm 3.1 can choose from a set or seven pages. As a result, any planar 

graph can be embedded in a book of seven pages. 

Proofz Consider any (k)-cycle K and the execution of Algorithm 3.1 at the point that K is 

expanded to a supercycle. After step 4.5 is executed, all edges incident to K will have been 

assigned to pages. By Lemma 3.18, at most five pages are incident to K. The choices Cor pages a 

and b are constrained only to avoid conllict with those five pages. Hence a set or seven pages 

suffices. 0 
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3.6 .3. Further Analyala 

We consider the pagewidth of the book embeddin& of G. If G does not have bounded 

degree, then there is no hope of boundin& the pagewidth in a bounded pa&e embeddin&. For 

example, if G is a stor, it has a vertex of degree O(l V 1). Then any bounded page embeddin& of G 

requires 0(1 VI) pagewidth. 

So assume G has bounded degree. Even here our algorithm can give poor pagewidth. We 

define a sequence of planar graphs called the cylinder of triangles. The hh cylinder of triangles 

CT1 consists of vertices V { •Ph1,c,l1~j:9:} and edges 

E= {( o1, bJ,( •1, c1),( brcJI1 ~j~ k}U{( •P•J+l),( hA+J),( c1, cJ+1)11 ~j< k}. 

A drawing of CT! is shown in Figure 3.29. The leveling of CT1 is obvious; each of the k levels 

consists of a single triangle. Algorithm 3.1 will completely nest these triangles, giving a e(l VI) 

pagewidth in a four page embedding. Any two-page embedding of CT1 has pagewidth 0(1 VI); 

however, there exists an 0(1) pagewidth embedding or cr, in three pages ICLRI. Thus there is 

much room to improve the pagewidth performance of Algorithm 3.1. 

F!sure 3.2:11. A CyUnder of Three Trlanglea 
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It ill obvious that Algorithm 3.1 executes in linear time. The breadth-first search is certainly 

linear. Each vertex and edge ill visited at most twice, and all elementary operations on vertices 

and edges can be done in constant time. Theorem 3.19 can thus be strengthened to: 

Theorem 3.ZO. Any planar ~raph can be embedded in a seven-page book in linear time. 

3.8. Coneluolona 

In this chapter, we have made progress towards determining the ·pagenumber of the class of 

planar graphs. The best bounds currently known are 3:5,PPG:5,7. The gap between these bounds 

presents two challenges. 

The first challenge is to raise the lower bound. The argument that PPG?_3 ill relatively 

simple. If indeed PPG is greater than 3, there is a need for improved lower bound techniques. 

Our approach towards such techniques is discussed in the concluding chapter. 

The second challenge is to lower the upper bound. We are the first to attain the seven page 

upper bound, and we do so with a time-optimal algorithm. While it ill possible to show upper 

bounds on pagenumber nonconstructively !CLRj, we do not believe the structure of planar graphs 

ill amenable to a nonconstructive proof of small upper bounds. Therefore, we require an new algo

rithm to lower the upper bound. Our algorithm has some slack in its page assignments, but it is 

not clear how to exploit the slack to obtain smaller pagenumber. Our algorithm ill targeted to the 

book embedding problem for planar graphs, so the principles on which it ill based should not be 

ignored in a search for other algorithms. A thoughtful modification of these principles might 

suffice to obtain an improved upper bound. In particular, we feel there may be a better approach 

to choosing the leveling than ours or Buss and Shor's. 

Three other types of problems can be raised. First, we can seek an algorithm that gives a 

bounded pa~enumber for a larger class of ~raphs. For example, we have tried to extend Algo

rithm 3.1 to the class or genus one yapbs but were unable to do so. Second, we can seek an algo

rithm for a subclass or planar graphs that gives a pagenumber less than seven. Thill is the 

approach we take in the next chapter where we show that the cl""" of trivalent planar graphs has 
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pagenumber two. Third, we can seek to improve the pagewidth performance or our algorithm. In 

chapter 4, we do 80 ror bounded-degree outerplanar graphs. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EMBEDDING TRIVALENT PLANAR GRAPHS IN TWO PAGES 

In this chapter, we consider the pagenumber of planar graphs of restricted valence. In par

ticular, we seek bounds on the valence or a planar graph that guarantees that the graph is 

subhamiltonian (two-page embeddable). Our main result is that all trivalent planar graphs are 

subhamiltonian. Here we take trivalent to mean that every vertex has degree no greater than 

three, but we do not require regularity. From the proof of this result, we obtain an algorithm for 

obtaining a two-page embedding for a trivalent planar graph. Our algorithm executes in time 

linear in the size of the graph. Along the way, we develop a method of traversing the faces of a 

biconnected planar graph. 

4.1. Overview of the Algorithm 

Let G be a trivalent planar graph. Throughout we assume that a particular planar embed

ding of G is given. To show that G is two-page embeddable, we construct a superhamiltonian 

cycle for G. Our approach is to add edges to some or the faces or the planar embedding or G and 

to demonstrate a hamiltonian cycle in the resulting graph. 

The following result of Bernhart and Kainen ]BK] allows us to reduce the general case to 

the case where G is biconnected. 

Propoaltloa 4.1 (BK) For any graph G, the pagenumber of G equals the maximum or the 

pagenumbers or its biconnected components. 

Therefore, if each biconnected component of G is subhamiltonian, then G is subhamiltonian. 

Thus, it is eufficient to consider only biconnected G. 
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The notion of adjacency places an important role in our results. A face or G is adjacent to 

the edges and vertices of G on its boundary. Adjacency is symmetric; e.g., if a face is adjacent to 

an edge, then the edge is adjacent to the face. Two faces of G are adjacent if there is an edge or 

G adjacent to both. 

IC G is biconnected, each race or a planar embedding is bounded by a cycle. Our proor that 

a biconnected trivalent planar G is subhamiltonian is by induction on the number or races or G. 

The race added in the inductive step is always adjacent to the exterior race. The added race is 

rormed by choosing two vertices on the exterior race and appending a new path with those ver

tices as endpoints. Since the graph is trivalent and biconnected, these two vertices must have 

degree two berore the race is added. 

As illustration of the idea of an added race, see Figures 4.1 and 4.2. In Figure 4.1, G is a 

biconnected trivalent planar graph with vertices :z: and 11 or degree two on its exterior race. In 

Figure 4.2, G1 has been constructed by appending path (z"z,,z3) to :z: and y, creating the face F. 

G1 is also a biconnected trivalent planar graph, and it has one face more than G. To extend a 

superhamiltonian cycle H Cor G to a superhamiltonian cycle H' for G1
, we must assume that the 

edges (:z:,u) and (v,y) are in H. Figure 4.3 shows the modification of H to obtain H1• We replace 

path (v,y,t) in Hby edge (v,t) in H1
; we replace edge (:z:,u) in Hby path (:z:,z,.,.,,z,,y,u) in H1• For 

G 

u t y y 

Ftsure 4.1. Bleonneeted Trivalent Planar Graph 
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Figure 4.1. Creation of Faee F 
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Figure 4.3. SuperbamUtonlan Cyele H' 

this to succeed, we require the rollowins: ror any degree two vertex u on the exterior race or G, 

the edge or G incident to u in a counterclockwise direction is in the superhamiltonian cycle H'. 

This requirement guarantees that edge (y,v) is in H, and justifies the replacement or the path 
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(t,y,v) by edge (t,v). 

The structure or biconnected planar graphs is examined in the next section. The resulting 

structural information is applied to the proof or the main theorem in the following section. From 

the main theorem, we derive an algorithm for embedding trivalent planar graphs in two pages in 

Section 4.4. The algorithm assumes that a biconnected planar graph is constructed by adding one 

face at a time in a suitable order. This order, called oriented face traversal, is developed in Sec

tion 4.5. 

4.:1. Strueture of Bleonneeted Planar Graph• 

In this section, we are primarily interested in the structure or faces adjacent to the exterior 

face. If G is a biconnected planar graph with a given planar embedding, let Uc {or simply U, if G 

is clear from context) be the unbounded (or exterior) face or G. Call a race For G a boundary 

face if F is adjacent to U. For a boundary face F, let GF=( VF,EF) be the vertices and edges of 

the bounding cycle of F that are adjacent to U. That is, GF is the intersection of the bounding 

cycles or U and F. 

The boundary faces or G can be partitioned into three classes: 

I. GF is a path or GF is the entire bounding cycle of F. In the second case, the only faces or 

G are U and F, and G=GF. See the example in Figure 4.4. GF consists of the path 

( "" Vo. Vz, v.). 

II. GF is a path together with one or more isolated vertices. See the example in Figure 4.5. 

G F consists of the path ( •~o Uj,, •s) together with isolated vertices • and t. 

III. GF is two or more disjoint paths and zero or more isolated vertices. See the example in 

Figure 4.6. GF consists of the two paths (v1,":!) and (•~o"l!.Us) together with isolated vertex 

•• 
Since GF is a subgraph or a cycle and contains at least one edge, these three classes exhaust the 

possibilities. 
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Figure 4.11. Clau m Faee 

Lemma 4.2. Let F be a boundary face or a biconnected trivalent planar graph G. Then GF is 

either or Class I or or Class m without isolated vertices. 

Proofl It suffices to show that GF contains no isolated vertices. To obtain a contradiction, sup

pose • were an isolated vertex or GF· Since • is adjacent to U, two edges incident to • are adja

cent to U. Similarly, two edges incident to • are adjacent to F. The degree or • i! either two or 

three. Hence some edge e incident to • is adjacent to both U and F. But then e is in GF, and s 

is not isolated. This contradiction proves the lemma. 0 

It is clear from the proof that we can construct a biconnected quadrivalent planar graph G 

that bas a boundary race F such that GF contains isolated vertices. Hence, the Lemma cannot be 

extended to valences r;reater than three. 

This emphasis on the adjacency or races snr;gests that we consider the concept or the dual or 

a planar r;raph (Even (Evl). Let G=( V,E) be a planar r;raph with a r;iven planar embedding. 

The dual or G is a mnltigraph d'=( VO,El) where V0 is the set or faces or G, and eo contains 

one edge ror each edge or E: if eEE is adjacent to races F,F'E V0 , then e0 -(F,F') is an edge in 

eo, and these are the only elements or eo. Note that d' can contain parallel edges and loops. Ir 



G is biconneeted, aD doe!! not contain loops. Parallel edges in aD caul!e no problems in our con

text (see the discussion of Algorithm 4.3). It is clear that aD is also planar; we always use the 

obvious planar embedding of aD that is derived from the one for G. 

An example of a dual graph is given in Figure 4.7. Here the edges or G are dashed while the 

edges of GD are solid. G has three Class I faces, one Class III face and one non-boundary race. 

There are seven edges incident to U in aD, only three of which are completed in the figure. Note 

that there are two parallel edges between the Class lli race and the Class I race on the right. 

We are particularly interested in the boundary races or G. Let BF(G)=(yB,E!j (or simply 

BF'), the boundar11 face graph of G, be the subgraph of aD induced by the boundary races of G. 

For trivalent graphs, there is a simple condition that guarantees the adjacency or two races in BF. 

T 
I 
I 

I 
I 
~ 

I 
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u 

T 

Figure 4.7. Dual Graph aD 
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Lemma 4.3. Let G be a biconnected trivalent planar graph. Let (v1,v:z,v3) be any path on the 

bounding cycle of U. Let F be the boundary face adjacent to ( v,, ":!) and let F' be the boundary 

race adjacent to ( V:z, v,). u "• is or degree two, then F F 1
• u "• is or degree three, then F and F 1 

are adjacent in BF. 

Proofl Ir v2 is or degree two, then there is no edge to separate F from F1• So suppose that v2 is 

of degree three, that u is different from v,. and that Vs is adjacent to ":!· Then the edge ( "-• u) is 

adjacent to both face F and face F'. Hence F and F' are adjacent in BF. D 

We have the following result on the structure of BF. 

Lemma 4.4. Let G be a biconnected trivalent planar graph. Then BF is a connected outer

planar graph. 

Proofl Since each face in vt' is adjacent to U, BF is clearly outerplanar. To show that BF is 

connected, let F,F1E vt' be distinct faces and let P-(v,.v2, · · · ,v1) be a subpath or the bounding 

cycle of U such that ( v,. v2) is on the bounding cycle of F and ( v
1
_ 1 ,v) is on the bounding cycle of 

F 1
• We say that P joins F and F1

• Clearly j?:_3. We show that there is a path from F to F1 in 

BF. We proceed by induction on j. 

If j=3, then since F and F 1 are distinct, Lemma 4.3 implies that F and F 1 are adjacent in 

BF. Now suppose that j>3 and that the result holds for smaller values than j. Let F 11E vt' be 

the boundary face such that (v,_2,v,_1) is on the bounding cycle or F"- Ir F 11=F1, then 

(v1,":1, · · · ,vJ-1) is a shorter path joining F and F 1; by induction, there is a path in BF from F to 

F1. Ir F 11 =F, then (v,_:z,v,_1,v1) is a path joining F and F'; by Lemma 3.3, F and F' are adjacent 

in BF. Otherwise, by Lemma 4.3, F 11 and F' are adjacent in BF. Since (t•,.v:z, · · · ,vJ-,) is a path 

joining F and F 11 that is shorter than j, by induction there is a path in BF between F and F 11 • 

But now there is a path from F to F 1 in BF. This completes the induction. Therefore, BF is con

nected. D 

The following lemma characterizes the Class I faces of G. Recall that a cutpoint of a graph 

is a vertex whose removal disconnects the graph. 
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Lemma 4.&. Let G be a biconnected trivalent planar graph. Then FE vB is a Class I face if and 

only if F is not a cutpoint or BF. 

Proof! Suppose F is not a Class I face. By Lemma 4.2, F is a class m face without isolated ver-

tices. Let P1 and P2 be two distinct maximal paths of G F. Choose edges e1 in P 1 and e, in P2. 

Draw a closed curve from F through e1 to U and back to F through tz. This cloeed curve can be 

taken to consist or the edges ef, efeEf>. The result is illustrated in Figure 4.8. There are faces or 

G distinct from F and U both inside and outside this curve. In particular, there are elements of 

vB-{F} both inside and outside this curve. Any path in BF from the inside to the outside must 

cross this curve and hence must pass through F. Hence F is a cutpoint of BF. 

Now suppose F is a cutpoint of BF. Let F' and F 11 be in different components of BF-{F}. 

Then F 1 and F 11 are not adjacent in BF. Choose e'EGrand t 11EG,... Starting at e1
, traverse the 

e1 

I T • • T I 
PI 

I I I I 
I I I I 
I I F I I u 

I I I I 
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p2 
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L ~ ~ __) • • 
e2 

FljJure 4.8. Curve Through a Clau m Faee 
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bounding cycle or U in the clockwise direction to reach e11• Name the faces encountered 

F~oF2, • • • ,F, in order. By Lemma 4.3, F1 is adjacent to FJ-1 for l~j<k. Since F' and F 11 are in 

different component.. or BF-{F}, F=F1 for some l<j<k. Furthermore, there is some maximal 

path P,., in GF that is encountered in the clockwise traversal from •' to <11
• Ir a similar traversal 

from e' to e11 is taken in the counterclockwise direction, then a maximal path Pee., in GF is 

encountered. But P,., and Pee• are disjoint. Hence F is in Class III, i.e., not in Class I. 0 

Corollary 4.11. Let G be a biconnected trivalent planar graph. Then V8 contains at least one 

face of Class I. 

Proof: In any (nonempty) connected graph, there exists some vertex that is not a cutpoint. To 

see this, use a depth-first search or the graph to obtain a rooted spanning tree. From Lemma 4.6 

of [Ev!, we deduce that the leaves of this tree are not cutpoints of the graph. Since BF is con

nected (Lemma 4.4), it contains a vertex that is not a cutpoint. By Lemma 4.5, that vertex is a 

Class I face or G. 0 

The inductive step of our main theorem is based on two graphs one or which is obtained by 

adding a single race or Class I to the other. Let G be a biconnected planar graph, and let F be a 

Class I face of G. Then GF is a path P on the bounding cycle of the exterior face U. Define 

G'-G-F to be G without the edges and interior vertices or P. (Ir GF=G, then G-F is the empty 

graph.) Figure 4.9 shows the result or subtracting race F Crom the graph or Figure 4.4. 

Lemma 4.7 plays a crucial role in the inductive step or the main theorem or this chapter. It 

also provides part or the correctness proof Cor the book embedding algorithm or Section 4.4. 

Lemma 4.7. Let G be a biconnected planar graph and let F be a Class I face or G. Then 

G'= G-F is a biconnected planar graph. 

Proof: It is clear that G' is planar. It remains to show that G' is biconnected. Ir G' is empty, 

then it is trivially biconnected. So assume that G' is not empty. Let P=(u~ou., · · · ,u) be the 

maximal path in GF. Let P' be the path from u1 to u1 in the bounding cycle or F that contains 

no edges or P. Let P" be the path in the bounding cycle or UG from Uj to u} that contains no 

edges or P. Figure 4.10 shows the situation described. By the definition or Class I, no edge and 
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Figure 4.11. G'= G-F 

no interior vertex of P' is adjacent to Uc. Thus P' and P" constitute the boundary of Uc•, and 

this boundary is a cycle. All other faces or G1 are the same as faces of G. Hence every face of G1 

is bounded by a cycle, and G1 is biconnected. 0 

4.3. The Main Theorem 

Using the knowledge gained about the structure or biconnected trivalent planar graphs, we 

can prove the main result or this chapter. 

Theorem 4.8. Let G be a biconnected trivalent planar graph. Then G is subhamiltonian. 

Furthermore, a superhamiltonian cycle H tor G can be constructed with these two characteristics: 

(i) each edge in H-E is embedded in an interior face or G; 

(ii) it (v.,V:z,va) is a path on the bounding cycle or U in counterclockwise order and ":!has degree 

two, then the edge ( v:!> Va) occurs in H. 
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Figure 4.10. Proof of Lemma 4.7 

Proofz We proceed by induction on the number of faces of G. The statement of the inductive 

hypothesis follows. 

If G is a biconnected trivalent planar graph and has m~ 1 interior faces, then G has a 

superhamiltonian cycle H satisfying characteristics (i) and (ii). 

If G has one interior face, then G is a cycle, and H G trivially satisfies characteristics (i) 

and (ii). 

For purposes of induction, assume that G has m> 1 interior faces and that we have shown 

the truth of the inductive hypothesis for n>-1 interior faces. By Corollary 4.6, G bas a Class I 

face F. Let G'= G-F. By Lemma 4.7, G' is a biconnected planar graph. Since G' is a subgrapb 

of G, it is also trivalent. G' bas m-1 interior faces. By inductive hypothesis, G1 has a superham

Utonian cycle H' satisfying characteristics (i) and (ii). 
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Let P=( u1, Uz, • • • , u,), 1?.2, be the maximal path in G, in a counterclockwise direction. 

Let P'-(u.,v., · · · ,v;,u1) be the path on the bounding cycle or F that avoids GF. Note that P' 

may consist or only the edge (u1,u1), in which case i=O. Let '7'•.rt be adjacent to u1 on the 

bounding cycle or U. Note that ir j>2 and i>O, we may have •=u1• The situation so far is 

illustrated in Figure 4.11. 

It is clear that u1 and u1 have degree three in G and hence have degree two in G1• By 

characteristic (ii), H' includes either edge ( u., lit) if i>O or edge ( u1, u1) if i=O as well as edge 

(ups). We have three cases to consider. 

Cue 1. j-2. Here Pis just the edge ( u1, u.) and the vertex sets of G and G' are identical. 

Thus H' is a superhamiltonian cycle for G satisfying characteristics (i) and (ii). 

Cue :1. j>2 and i=O. Here P' is just the edge (u.,u,), and H' includes that edge. Let H 

be the cycle gotten from H1 by deleting the edge ( u1, u.) and ad din& the path P. Then H is a 

super hamiltonian cycle for G1 satisfying characteristics (i) and (ii). 

y1 yk 

u1 uj s 

F 

Figure 4.11. Proof of Theorem 4.8 
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Cue 3. j>2 and i>O. Both P and P1 are paths of length at least two. By characteristic 

(ii), H' contains edge5 ( Uto v1) and ( u"e). Figure 4.12 illustrates the crucial edge5 in H1
• H is 

obtained from H' in two steps. 

In the first step, u1 is eliminated from H'. Let F' be the interior face of G' adjacent to •r 

Since u, has degree two in G~ both v, and 8 are adjacent to F 1• Let I~• be adjacent to u, in H1• 

By characteristic (i), either I= vb or the edge ( t, u,) is embedded in F'. In either case, the edge 

( t, u
1
) can be removed from H' and the edge (I, e) can be embedded in F' to obtain a supercycle 

H 11• The result remains planar and H 11 is a supercycle or G1 containing every vertex or G'-( uJ. 

The result of this first step is shown in Figure 4.13. 

In the second step, the edge (u~ov1 ) in H 11 is replaced by the path (•~o"2. · · · ,u1,v1). Note 

that ( u!' v1) is an added edge that is embedded in F. Let H be the resulting supercycle. The result 

or this second step is shown in Figure 4.14. His clearly a superhamiltonian cycle for G. 

H' 

I ---- -- -- -- I t 

I I ----- ... I I 
1 -~ 

ul yl yk uj s 

Figure 4.1:1. The SuperhamUtonlan Cyele H' 
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Figure 4.13. The Supereyele H" 

H satisfies characteristic (i) since H' satisfies it and since the only edges added are ( "r v1) 

and (t,s) which are embedded in interior races or G. 

To show that characteristic (ii) holds for H, suppose that x,y,z is a path in counterclockwise 

order on the bounding cycle or UG, and suppose that y has degree two in G. Since u1 and u
1 

have 

degree three in G, Y7"u1 and vi'•r Consider the possibilities. Ir {x,y,z}n{ u1,u,, · · · ,uJ=0, 

then {y,z} occurs in H by inductive hypothesis. Ir z=u, then there are two subcases. The first 

subcase is y=u1 which we have already eliminated. The second subcase is vi' u1; then (y, z) occurs 

in H by inductive hypothesis. Ir zfu, and z=u1, we have y=s. The first step constructing H" 

did not eliminate (s,z) which occurs in H' and hence in H by inductive hypothesis. Finally, if 

v=u,l<r<j, then edge (u,u,+t)=(y,z) is in H by the second step constructing H from H". 

Under all possibilities, H satisfies characteristic (ii). 
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Figure f.H. The Superhamlltonlan Cycle H 

This completes the proor tor Case 3. 

By induction, the theorem tollows. D 

We restate our results in terms or book embeddings. 

Corollary f,ll, Every trivalent planar graph is two-page embeddable. 

Proof• By the remarks or section 4.1, and by Theorem 4.8. D 

s 
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A construction ror a super hamiltonian cycle or a biconnected trivalent planar graph is impli-

cit in the proor or Theorem 4.8. In the next seetion, we develop an explicit algorithm tor embed-

din& a trivalent planar sraph in two pases in time linear in the size or the graph. 

f.f. The Algorithm 

This seetion presents our algorithm tor embedding a trivalent planar &rapb in a two-page 

book. Let G=( V,E) be a trivalent planar vaph. We apply Algorithm 4.1 to G to obtain a two-



(1) Use depth-first search to find the biconnected components of G. 

(2) Embed each biconnected component in a two-page book with Algorithm 4.3. 

(3) Combine the twc>-page em beddings into a single twc>-page embedding of G. 

Algorithm 4.1. Two-Page Embeddln1 of a General Trivalent Planar Graph 
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page embedding. Algorithm 4.1 reduces the general case to the case of a biconnected trivalent 

planar graph in step 2. That case is handled in Algorithm 4.3 (described later in this section). 

The correctness of Algorithm 4.1 is self-evident, assuming the correctness or Algorithm 4.3. 

We analyze the time complexity or Algorithm 4.1 based on the assumption (to be proven 

later) that Algorithm 4.3 operates in time linear in the size or its input. To show that Algorithm 

4.1 executes in linear time, we generalize it to an arbitrary k-page embeddable (not necessarily 

planar) graph Gin Algorithm 4.2. 

Lemma 4.10. Let G be a graph with pagenumber ~ k. IC there exists an algorithm Cor embed-

ding each biconnected component C oC Gin a k-page book in time linear in I Cl, then Algorithm 

4.2 embeds G in a k-page book in time linear in I G I· 

Proof: The determination of the biconnected components of G by depth-first search in step 1 

executes in time O(IEI)[Ev[. Each edge is in exactly one biconnected component of G. Consider 

(1) Use depth-first search to find the biconnected components of G. 

(2) Embed each biconnected component in a k-page book. 

(3) Combine the k-page em beddings or the biconnected components into a single k-page embed
ding of G. 

Algorithm 4.1. Embedding a Graph with Pagenumber at Moot k 
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all the biconne<:ted components input to otep 2. Ir G has no isolated vertices, then the size of 

that input is O(IEJl. Even if G has isolated vertices, the size of that input is 0(1 G Jl. Hence, step 

2 executes in time linear in IGI. 

We assume that circular linked lists represent the vertex order of the .b-page embeddings. 

Let v be a cutpoint of G and Jet C1 and C2 be two biconnected components of G having v in com

mon. We claim that the .b-page embedding• for C1 and C2 can be combined into a .b-page embed

ding for C1U C2 in constant time. Let · · · uvw · · · be the vertex order for C" and let 

••• ZVIJ • • • be the vertex order for c.. The vertex order for clu c. is ... UVIJ ... zw ... ' 

which can be obtained by breaking the two circular linked lists at v and creating a single circular 

linked Jist. There are at most I G I combinations to perform in step 3, each executing in constant 

time. Hence Algorithm 4.2 executes in time linear in IGI. 0 

Corollary 4.11. Algorithm 4.1 executes in time O(IGJl=O(IVJl. 

The problem reduces to embedding a biconnected trivalent planar graph G in a two-page 

book in linear time. Following the cue or the inductive proof or Theorem 4.8, we wish to COD· 

struct a finite sequence of biconnected trivalent planar graphs terminating in G such that succes

sive members of the sequence are generated by the addition of Class I faces. We also say that 

G= G'+F when F is constructed by attachment of a path to two vertices on the bounding cycle of 

the exterior face of G'. Define an addition sequence for G to be a sequence of biconnected 

trivalent planar graphs G"G2, • • ·,G., such that 

(!) G1 is a cycle; 

(2) G;=G; 

(3) G;=G;..1+F;, I<k~m; 

(4) F; is a Cl388 I face of G;. 

Call each F; an addition face. Define G,.,G..,.." · · · ,G.,G1 to be a •ubtraction uquence for G if 

G"G2, • ··,G.,.." G .. is an addition sequence for G. Call m the length of the sequence. 
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Lemma 4.U. Let G be a biconnected trivalent planar graph with m interior faces. Then there 

exists a length m addition sequence for G. 

Prootl Using Corollary 4.6 and Lemma 4.7, it is an easy induction on m to show that there exists 

a subtraction sequence for G. But then there exists an addition sequence for G. D 

We now introduce Algorithm 4.3 for constructing a superhamiltonian cycle or a biconnected 

trivalent planar graph. The correctness of the algorithm is immediate, as it is merely a restate-

ment of the inductive proof or Theorem 4.1. It remains to show that it executes in linear time. 

The proof that an addition sequence can be constructed in linear time (step 1) is deferred to the 

next section. Clearly constant time suffices for step 2. Since G is trivalent, it is easy to see that 

each vertex and each edge or G is visited 0(1) times during all executions of steps 4.1 and 4.2. 

The work done in each execution or steps 4.1 and 4.2 is proportional to the size or F,. The sum 

or the sizes or the F;s is linear in I VJ. The net result is that Algorithm 4.3 executes in O(J VI) 

time. We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.13. Let G=( V.E) be a trivalent planar graph. Then G can be embedded in a two-

page book in O(J VI) time. 

(1) Find an addition sequence GvG2, • ··,G .. for G, with addition faces F2, • • ·,F •. 

(2) . Let H G1 be the initial superhamiltonian cycle. 

(3) For l:=2,3, · · · , m, execute steps 4.1 and 4.2. 

(3.1) To match the context of the proof of Theorem 4.8, let G'= G~;-v let H'=H, let G= G, 
and let F Fr 

(3.2) Construct H from H' as in the inductive step or the proof or Theorem 4.8. 

Algorithm 4.3. Superhamlltonlan Cyele of a Blconneeted Trivalent Planar Graph 
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4.5. Oriented Faee Traversal 

Let G be a biconnected trivalent planar ~traph. Our task in this section is to show that an 

addition sequence Cor G can be constructed in linear time. We do this by constructing the races 

F,.,F.,..1, • • • ,F2 corresponding to a subtraction sequence G.,.,G.,_." · · · ,G.,G1 Cor G in linear 

time. Our strategy is to find a spanning tree in G1- G0-{ U}, the interior dual or G, such that a 

particular traversal order or the tree yields the desired sequence F,.,F ,._1, · · · ,F2. In particular, 

the first Cace in this traversal, F.,., must be a Class I race oC G. 

The key is the construction or the "proper" spanning tree Cor G1• We observe that G1 is 

planar. Thererore, the planar embedding or G1 yields a circular (say counterclockwise) ordering or 

the edges or EfJ incident to any FE V0-{ U}. The generation or the spanning tree is similar to 

depth-first search except Cor two points. First, the counterclockwise ordering or the edges incident 

to F makes the choice or the order or edge traversal deterministic once the first race is chosen. 

Second, the tree is such that a post-order traversal yields a sequence or Class I races (though they 

are Class I races or successively smaller graphs). By Lemma 4.5, this second point is equivalent to 

the traversal yielding a sequence or races that are not cutpoints or the untraversed subgraph or 

GI. 

Algorithm 4.4 generates the spanning tree T Cor G1 by oriented faee travereal. It is impor

tant to recognize that F, F' and T are variable• in thio algorithm. In some general sense, Algo

rithm 4.3 traverses the Caces in G1 rrom the outer race in. The traversal order is deterministic 

relative to the choice oC K. When a race F first becomes "current" in step 4, exactly one or its 

incident edges .0 is marked "visited." The ordering or the remaining edges or G1 incident to F is 

consistently chosen in a counterclockwise direction Crom .0. In step 5, the search Cor an incident 

edge that is not marked "visited" begins at e0 and proceeds in a counterclockwise direction. Step 

5 makes the order oC traversing edges incident to F deterministic (or oriented). A crucial 

difference between depth-first search and oriented race traversal occurs in step 8. Here the 

oriented race traversal rails to go "deeper" it an ancestor or the current race is encountered. 
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(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

Let K be a boundary face ot G. 

U G=K, let T G1 and halt. 
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Let K' be the boundary face or G that ill adjacent to Kin a counterclockwise direction. Set 
T ({K,K'},{(K,K')}), and marl: the edge (K,K? "visited." 

Let F K'. F is the "current" face in the traversal. 

Let (F,F') be the first edge incident to Fin a counterclockwise direction that is not marked 
"visited." U there ill no such edge, and F K, then halt. U there is no such edge, and F"'K, 
then set F to its father, and repeat step 5. 

Mark (F,F') "visited." 

It F' is not in T, then add vertex F' and edge (F,F') to T, set F to F1
, and go to step 5. 

(F' ill in T.) It F' ill an ancestor of Kin T, then set K to be its rather, and go to step 5. 

(F' ill in T, and ill not an ancestor or F.) Go to step 5 (F remains the same). 

Algorithm 4.4. Oriented Face Traveraal 

Figure 4.15 illustrates an execution ot Algorithm 4.4 on the graph of Figure 4.7. The result-

ing T is shown with solid lines. The interior races are numbered F1 through F6 in the order in 

which they are encountered. Therefore, K F1. The interesting point is that, while F! ill 

I -- T -- T -- I 
F3 

I I I I 
I I t- ~ I 
I t I F4 

I I t-
I I 

Fs F1 .__ 
~ ~ 

F2 __) --

F!sure 4.15. Oriented Faee Traveraal 
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adjacent to F4, the ed&e (F,,F4) is not added to T. This is because F, encounters its ancestor F1 

in step 8. F4 is added to T when F2, the rather or Fa. is "current" ror a second time. 

We begin a sequence or lemmas that culminates in the statement that a p08t-order traversal 

or T yields a subtraction sequence ror G. 

Lemma 4.14. ll Tis a graph generated by Algorithm 4.4, then Tis a tree. 

Proof! Step 3 initializes T to be a sraph with two vertices and one edge. When step 7 adds an 

edge to T, it also adds a vertex to T. Hence the number or vertices in T is always one greater 

than the number or edges. Since Tis clearly connected, Tis a tree. D 

We prove that Tis a ap•nning tree ror G1 in Lemma 4.15. Berore we can do that, we need 

two other lemmas. Call the first vertex Fin T that encounters an ancestor in step 8 or Algorithm 

4.4 the left moat vertex or T. (ll Algorithm 4.4 halts in step 2, call the sole vertex in T the lert

most.) Clearly, this F is a lear or T. Furthermore, F is the first vertex encountered in a post-order 

traversal or the rooted, oriented tree T. 

Lemma 4.16. U F is the Jertmost vertex or the tree T generated by Algorithm 4.4, then F is a 

boundary race or G or Class I. 

Proof! Given the method or choosin& the next edge to traverse in step 5, it is clear that Algo

rithm 4.4 stays in BF{ G) until an ancestor is encountered in step 8. Hence, F is a boundary race 

or G. Let F' be the ancestor or F encountered in step 8. Then there is a cycle in d consisting or 

the path in T rrom F to F' together with the edge (F,F1). Figure 4.16 illustrates the situation. 

The edges on the path ( vt,v., · · · , v,) on the bounding cycle or Fare in the interior or the cycle in 

d. Hence, (u~o · · · ,u1) is the unique path in GF. We conclude that Fis a Class I race. D 

Lemma 4.1&. Suppose G1 contains more than one vertex. Let T be the tree senerated by Algo

rithm 4.4 when siven Gao input. Let F be the lertmost vertex or T, and let G'- G-F. Let T' be 

the tree senerated by Algorithm 4.4 when given G' as input, assumin& the same choice ror K in 

step 1. Then T'= T-{F}. 
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Proof: Run Algorithm 4.4 on G until F is the current race. Since F is a lear or T, the F' deter-

mined in step 5 is already in T, and the current race is changed to he the rather or Fin step 9. 

Since F is not the ancestor or any vertex or T, the remainder or the execution ignores any edge 

incident to F; the presence or F has no further effect on T. Thus, removal or all parts of the ne-

cution or Algorithm 4.3 involving F yields the same result as the execution on G1
• Therefore, 

T'=T-{F}. 0 

Lemma 4.11. Tis a spanning tree or G1. 

Proof: We must show that T spans d. Let k be the number or interior faces or G. The proof is 

by induction on k. It G has one interior race, the result is clear. 
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For purposes or induction, assume that k> 1 and that the result is true Cor "-1 interior races. 

Let F be the leftmost vertex or T. Let GL G-F. Then G' has "-1 interior races and the tree 

generated Cor G' is T'= T-{F} (by Lemma 4.14). Hence, T' opano G' by inductive hypothesis. 

Therefore, T spans G. The lemma rollowo by induction. 0 

We now have results indicating that oriented face traversal can be used to select a Class I 

race and that the deletion or that race leaves an oriented race traversal tree. It is important to 

note that Algorithm 4.4 executes in 0(1 VI) time. A proof or this fact is similar to one Cor depth-

first search. No edge or G1 is traversed more than twice (once in each direction). The only subtle 

point is the test ror ancestor in step 8. It is essential that this test be done in constant time. 

Much as in depth-first search, this test can be accomplished by comparing the levels or races F 

and F' in the tree T. Algorithm 4.4 can be augmented to store the level in T with each face in 

at and then can accomplish the test in constant time. Therefore, Algorithm 4.4 can be imple-

mented in linear time. 

The main result or this section is the construction or a subtraction sequence for G in linear 

time. Algorithm 4.5 accomplishes this. By Lemma 4.17, every interior face or G occurs in the 

sequence F,.,F,.H, · · · ,F2,F1• Define the sequence or yaphs G..,G,.,_l> · · · ,Gz,G1 by G.,=G, 

G;=Gt+1-Ft+l> l<k<m and G1 =GF. By induction on m and application of Lemmas 4.13 and 

4.14, G,.,G,...1, • • • ,G2,G1 is a subtraction sequence Cor G. It is clear that Algorithm 4.5 can be 

implemented in linear time. Heuce we have the following theorem. 

(l) Find an oriented face traversal tree T Cor G using Algorithm 4.3. 

(2) Traverse Tin post-order and label the races F ... F .... 1> • • • ,Fz,F1 in the order visited. 

(3) F .. ,F ..... 1, · • • ,F2 defines the subtraction sequence for G. 

Algorithm 4.5. Construction of a Subtraction Sequence 
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Theorem 4.18. Let G be a biconnected trivalent planar graph. Then a subtraction oequence for 

G can be constructed in linear time. 

CoroUaey 4.111. Let G be a biconnected trivalent planar graph. Then a addition oequence for G 

can be constructed in linear time. 

Proofl Take the addition sequence corresponding to the subtraction sequence produced by Algo

rithm 4.5. D 

This corollary completes the proof that Algorithm 4.1 executes in linear time. 

4.11. Coneluolollll 

In this chapter, we have shown that every trivalent planar graph is subhamiltonian, hence 

two-page embeddable. We have also given a linear time algorithm for constructing a two-page 

embedding or a trivalent planar graph. An obvious question is whether similar results are possible 

for higher valences. Define MV to be the largest integer such that all planar graphs or valence at 

most MV are subhamiltonian. The maximal planar graph that is not hamiltonian given in Capo

bianco and Molluzzo ICMJ ha!l valence eight. Hence seven is an upper bound for MV. Our result 

gives a lower bound or three for MV. 

We point out some difficulties with extending our approach to show four to be a lower 

bound for MV. Most of our lemm"" do not hold for quadrivalent planar graphs. In particular, 

the proof or Lemma 4.3 implies a special property or degree three vertices in a planar graph. Ir v 

is a degree three vertex, then the (at most three) faces adjacent to v are pairwise adjacent in the 

dual graph. The same cannot be said for a degree four vertex. This observation is the crux or the 

proof that BF is connected (Lemma 4.4). Thus it is likely that boundary faces would have to be 

redefined to include interior faces that share only isolated vertices with the exterior face. We are, 

therefore, not hopeful that our approach can be extended to valence four. 

The upper bound of seven could be lowered by exhibiting a planar graph or valence at most 

seven that cannot be triangulated to obtain a hamiltonian graph. There is a great deal or free

dom in the triangulation; the triangulation or each non-triangular race is independent or that or 
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all others. Therefore, a proof that all trianr;ulations fail to produce a hamiltonian r;raph requires 

the consideration or many combinations. 

We feel that oriented face traversal is or interest in its own right. It provides a traversal 

sequence ror the dual r;raph such that, at each point or the traversal, the untraversed subr;raph is 

connected. Our results on oriented race traversal extend to valences r;reater than three if a 

broader definition or boundary race is adopted. It would be interesting to find other applications 

ror oriented race traversal. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EMBEDDING OUTERPLANAR GRAPHS IN SMALL BOOKS 

In this chapter, we consider tradeolrs between the pagenumber and pagewidth or book 

embeddings. The question or interest is: Given a graph G that admits a p-page embedding with 

pagewidth w, can G be embedded in a book or p+c pages, where c is a small constant, with 

pagewidth significantly less than w! Chung, Leighton and Rosenberg JCLRJ present a sequence or 

outerplanar graphs {L.,} ror which the answer is in the affirmative. Each L., has 2m vertices and 

requires pagewidth r m/21 in any one-page embedding but can be embedded in two pages with 

pagewidth 2. The main result or this chapter is an algorithm ror embedding any ~valent r>-vertex 

outerplanar graph in a two-page book with pagewidth Cdlogn, where C s;[ log~ J. This result 

is within a constant ractor or optimal in pagewidth ror the class or outerplanar graphs. 

Throughout this chapter, n denotes the number or vertices in the graph G. 

&.1. Tradeoffll 

We investigate the problem or tradeolrs between pagenumber and pagewidth in book embed

dings. Motivation is best provide by an example rrom Chung, Leighton, Rosenberg JCLRJ. The 

example is a sequence or outerplanar graphs {L.,} ror which any one-page embedding requires 

large pagewidth r m/21, but ror which there exist two-page embeddings with pagewidtb 2. The 

sequence consists or m-lodder• (in JCLR], a m-ladder is called a dep/1>--m Kz-cylinder). The ,.. 

ladder L .. bas vertex set 

and edge set 
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{( ubul+1)ll!> k< m}U{( vbvt+1)ll:$: k< m}U {( ubv;)ll!>k:$; m}. 

The first two componenta or the ed&e set constitute the two •ides or the ladder while the last 

component constitutes ita rungs. Figure 5.1 illustrates It· The sides are solid and the rungs are 

dashed. 

The ,..ladder is clearly outerplanar and biconnected. By biconnectivity, L,. has a unique 

outerplanar embedding (Syslo !Syi). Therefore, L,. has a unique one-page embedding up to 

rellection and circular permutation. Figure 5.2 illustrates a one-page embedding or Lt ot minimal 

pagewidth over all one-page embeddings. The rungs {(u.,v.),(u6,v6),(Us,vo).(u.,,v,)} nest over the 

interval ( "7,'7). Hence the pagewidth is ;::4. A moment's rellection &eneralizes this observation: 

In any one-pa&e embedding Cor L.., at least r m/21 rungs nest over some interval; hence pagewidth 

Figure 5.3 illustrates a two-page embedding for Lt that has pagewidth 2. The corresponding 

superhamiltonian cycle is illustrated in Figure 5.4. This superhamiltonian cycle is easily general-

ized, giving a two-page embedding or any L., with pagewidth 2. 

We now discuss tradeofl's in the general settin& or an arbitrary graph G. Let P be the 

pagenumber of G. For each p;:: P, there exist one or more embeddings of G in a p-page book. 

yl y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
ul u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 

FJaure 6.1. The 7-Ladder L, 
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y3 y2 y1 u1 u2 u3 u4 us u6 u7 y7 y6 Ys y4 

Figure 5.Z. One-Page Embeddlna tor L, 

t l 

Figure 5.3. Two-Page Embeddlna tor L, 

Among all those p-page embeddings of G, let w, denote the pagewidth of one having minimum 

pagewidth. These pagewidths are non-increasing: 

Wp~ Wp+l~ · · · ~ w,. p~P. 
In the extreme case that P~IEI, w,=l, as each edge may be assigned to a distinct page. 

We are particularly interested in the product pw,. We seek cases where pw, is within a con-

stant factor of the cutwidth of G. Note that pw, is an upper bound on the cutwidth of the best 

p-page embedding of G. In the context of the DIOGENES approach discussed in the first chapter, 

pw, is an upper bound on the height of a p-stack DIOGENES layout of G. Hence, we seek 
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y1 y2 y3 y4 Ys y6 y7 

r- ' ' ' ' ' ' " I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 

u 1 t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ..... I 
u2 u3 u4 us u6 u7 I 

I I 
L -------------- _) 

Figure 6.4. Superhamlltonlan C:yele for £.; 

DIOGENES layouts of G that are within a constant factor of optimal in area over all linear lay-

outs and within a small additive consta.Dt of optimal in stacknumber. 

Our result is for the class of one-page (i.e., outerplanar) graphs. The m-ladder exhibits an 

extreme pagewidth tradeoff between one-page and two-page embeddings. For general outerplanar 

graphs, we do not expect such an extreme tradeoff. Since there exist outerplanar graphs that have 

one-page em beddings of minimal pagewidth, e.g. complete binary trees, the tradeoff in going from 

one page to two pages can be arbitrarily small, even zero. 

An r>-vertex complete (d-1}-ary tree bas cutwidth ;::(d/2) logn (Lengauer [Len!). (AIIIoga-

ritbms are to the base 2.) Hence, aDY book embedding of a complete (d-1}-ary tree in a constant 

number of pages requires pagewidth 0( d logn). In general, we cannot assume that outerplanar 

graphs have pagewidtb o(logn). 
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6.1. Overview of the Algorithm 

The tradeolr reoult we •how is that any ~valent outerplanar &raph G can be embedded in a 

two-page book with pagewidth Cdlo&n, where C=sf[ I<>&~~- From the ob6ervations in the 

preceding section regard in& m-laddero and complete ( d--1)-ary treeo, this reoult is optimal in 

pagenumber and within a con•tant factor of optimal in pa&ewidth for the cl3.88 of ~valent outer

planar graph•. We prove our result via a recuroive al&orithm. 

We aim for an algorithm that, when given an n-vertex ~valent outerplanar graph, returns a 

two-page embeddin& with pagewidth logarithmic in n. The input and output requirements or 

such an algorithm are a useful place to start. 

The input to the algorithm is a ~valent outerplanar graph G=( V,E). The manner or 

representin& this input should witne80 the outerplanarity or G. Hence, a one-page embedding of 

G is the required form for the input. The linearization or V ordero the verticeo and provides 

nameo 1,2, · · · , n (or the verticeo. The order or the verticeo in a two-page embed dins will not be 

the original order, but we shall continue to use the name•. Since the algorithm is recuroive, the 

same vertex will have dilrerent names at different levels or recursion. Figure 5.5 illustrates the 

form of the input when G=£:. 

The output or the algorithm is a two-pa&e embeddin& or G with logarithmic pa&ewidth. To 

&ive a two-page embeddin& for G, it is sufficient to &ive a superhamiltonian cycle H in a super

graph G' or G (Proposition 2.5). G' (V,E) is actually a multigraph that contains all the edges or 

G plus possibly edgeo added to obtain H. HCE i• a set or n edges; since His superhamiltonian, 

each or I, · · · ,n appears exactly twice among these edgeo. H represents 2n different book embed

dings (or G: there are n choices for the leftmost vertex, and there are two directions to the cycle. 

The algorithm 6xeo the deoired book embeddin& by &ivin& the pair of verticeo (z,g) of the leftmost 

and rightmoot vertieeo or the two-pa&e embeddin&. We call z and u the vertic., ofottacAmenl (or 

G'. The output or the algorithm i• then the ordered triple ( G~H.(z,u)). 
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n 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Figure 5.5. Input Representation for Lr, 

We imagine the one-page embedding or G 118 follows. The vertices are on a horizontal line 

in a plane, and the edges are arcs in the upper half-plane. In general, there are many sets or 

edges that can be added to G without destroying planarity. We restrict ourselves to two types or 

edges, upper edge• and lower edge~, depending on which halt-plane the edges are embedded in. 

(Thus our restriction is that no edge uses both half-planes in its embedding.) The original edges or 

G are always upper edges. The algorithm may add an upper edge if it will not crO!!S an existing 

upper edge. The algorithm may add a lower edge if it will not cross an existing lower edge. In 

particular, we may Msume that the upper edge ( i, i+ 1 ),1 ~ i< n is always present in G. Ir it is not 

already present, it can be added safely. Note that Ill/ added edges are removed at the end or the 

algorithm for purposes or determining pagewidth. Therefore, the added edge (i,i+1) does not con

tribute to pagewidth (but an already present edge (i,i+1) does). 

The algorithm uses the divide-and-conquer paradigm. It determines sub graphs or G to work 

on separately before the results are joined to&ether to obtain G1• Each suhgraph is induced by a 

subinterval or [1,nj. We define a closed subinterval (ijJ to be {i,i+1, · · · j}. We define two 

types or half-closed, half-open subintervals: (iJ) denotes (i,j-1( and (ijJ denotes (i+1,jJ. For any 

subinterval a, size{ a} denotes the number or vertices in the subinterval. Hence, 



size{li,jj} j-i+I. Deline G(i,jj to be the sub&raph or G induced by the vertices in the interval 

[i,jj. U the algorithm is applied to G(ijj the result is ( G'[ ijJ,H,(z,u)), where (z,u) determines the 

first and last vertices of a two-pa&e embeddin& of G(i,jJ with pagewidth logarithmic in size{[ijj}. 

The choice of subinterva.h! depends on the structure of the one-page embeddin& of G. Define 

an ezpoBOd verlez w or G to be one for which G contains no (upper) edge (u,v) satisfyin& u<w<v. 

Thus an expoeed vertex w is one that is "visible" from the infinite region of the upper half-plane. 

Each exposed vertex of G except 1 and n is a cutpoint of G whose removal separates G into left 

and right subgraphs. 

An example will illustrate the divide-and-conquer paradigm. Figure 5.6 shows a sample G 

in a one-pase embeddin&. The exposed vertices of G are 1, 3, 7 and 10. The algorithm recosnizes 

that each of the edges (1,3), (3,7) and (7,10) is "highest" in the sense that no other edge passes 

over it. These three edges determine three nondisjoinl subintervals [1,3J, [3,7J and [7,10j. In 

order to decompose the interval into disfoinl subintervals, the algorithm chooses the largest, [3,7[, 

to remain intact, and removes one vertex from each or the other two subintervals. The resulting 

subintervals are [1,2[, [3,7J and [8,10[. The algorithm recursively applies itself to each or the 

subintervals. The result to this point is shown in Figure 5.7. Each subproblem displays a 

superhamiltonian cycle or its subgraph and the first and last vertices of the correspondin& two-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Figure 5.8. Sample G for Divide-And-Conquer 
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L..JL 
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Figure 5.'1. Resulta of Subproblem• 

L.. 
8 9 

_) 

10 

page embedding. In Figure 5.8, these three superhamiltonian cycles are replaced by a superhamil

tonian cycle for the entire graph. Lower edges (1,2), (4,6) and (8,10) are deleted and lower edges 

(2,4), (6,8) and (1,10) are added. 

If two exposed vertices i and j are joined by an (upper) edge (ij), then there are no other 

exposed vertices in tbe intervalli,iJ. In this case, we call Gli.iJ a block, denoted B!iJJ. When the 

6 

I 
I 
L 
1 

L ..) I 
..._ __ ..) 

- ---
2 3 4 

-
5 

I L ..) l 
...._ __ ..) 

-
6 7 8 

Figure 6.8. SuperhamUtonlan Cycle for G 

-
9 

_) 

10 



interval!I,nl is partitioned into subintervals, there will be edges with endpoints in diJrerent subin-

tervals. Such dangling edges are exactly those ed&es of G not in any of the subgraphs &enerated 

by the subintervals. In the case of a block B1 iJI, these dangling edges can be incident to only i or 

j. The total number of such edges incident to i or j is called the edge deficit or B!i,jl, denoted 

def{[i,jl}. It is always true that 

def{[i,jl}:52( d-1). 

In Figure 5.6, B!I,3!, B!3,7l and B!7,IOI are the blocks of G, and def{[3,71}=5. 

The example of Figures 5.6-5.8 illustrates the execution or the algorithm in the case that G 

has two or more blocks. There is another possible case: G has only one block. In that case, the 

divide-and-conquer construction is more complex. The two divide-and-conquer constructions 

corresponding to these two cases are developed in turn in the next two subsections. 

S.Z.l. Strlna Construetlon 

We now describe one of the two constructions used to obtain a superhamiltonian cycle for G 

from superhamiltonian cycles for the graphs induced by subintervals. It is called the elring con-

elruclion. (The name suggests that the superhamiltonian cycles for the subintervals are strung 

together sequentially to obtain a superhamiltonian cycle for the entire interval.) It is invoked 

when the number of exposed vertices is greater than two, so G is not one block. The partition 

into subintervals keys on the largest block, say BliJI. Bli.il is taken to be one of the subinter-

vals. Note that not every block can be chosen in a partition into subintervals, since blocks share 

endpoints. 

A precise description of the partition into subintervals requires more notation. Let 

m .. m.z, · · · ,m, be the exposed vertices or Gin ascending order. Suppose B!mam1+tl is the largest 

block in G. Figure 5.0 illustrates the situation. The partition into g-1 subintervals is 

{lm,,m.z).lm.z,"'o), · · · ,!m._1,m1),!m.,m*1!,(m*"m'+~• · · · ,(m,_"mJ}. 

Note that B!m.,mt+1l is the only block of Gin the partition. It is called the keu block of the par-

tition. The other subintervals in the partition are called eide subintervals. Figure 5.10 illustrates 

the partition or G. 
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G 

n ... L J 1 l ... n 
m1 m2 mk-1 mk mk+1 mk+2 mq_1 mq 

Figure 5.0. Expoaed Vert!eeo~ 

{Gj} Key Block: 

[ . ... [ I 1 1 .... 1 
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Flcure 5.10. Partition Into Sublntervala 

The algorithm is recursively applied to the jth subinterval to obtain 

( G,'.H,.(zpl/1)). 

G' is obtained in two steps. First, all edges added to the { G/} are added to G (Figure 5.11). 

Second, the lower edges {(zpll;)} are deleted and the lower edges 

{(ypz.o+1)ll$i$ ~2}U {(z~ollq-~)} 

are added. His obtained rrom UH1 by deleting and addin& the same edges (Figure 5.12). Assign-



{G.'} 
J 

r,, .... r,! I,. 
x 1 Y1 xk-1 Yk-1 

U U L 

Figure 5.11. Resulta tor Sublntervala 
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ing (z,y)=(z,.y .. 1) completes the string construction. The correctness of the construction is 

proved in Lemma 5.3. 

G' and H 

L_ ____ _ _____ .....) 

Figure &.U. Sublntervala Struns Topther 
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5.2.:11. Ladder Conatruetlon 

In this subse<:tion, we consider the case when G has only one block. We are unable to 

divide G into subintervals based on blocks. To reach a solution, we first focus on the problem or 

obtaining logarithmic pagewidth. To obtain logarithmic pagewidth, it is clearly sufficient that the 

linear layout corresponding to the two-page embedding have logarithmic cutwidth. An approach 

to small cutwidth is the recursive application or a up•r•tor theorem (see Lipton and Tarjan 

[L T]). A separator theorem states that the removal or oome number or vertices from a graph will 

partition the remainder or the graph into two sub graphs or approximately equal size. For outer· 

planar graphs, a tw<>-vertex separator always exists. 

Lemma 5.1. Let G be an outerplanar graph containing at least 3 vertices. There exist vertices z 

and 11 whose removal separates G into suhgraphs G1 and G2 such that ! n<jG1 j<; n,k=l,2. Ir 

(z,y) is not an upper edge or G, then it can be added to Gas an upper edge without inducing a 

crossing. 

Proof! Since G is outerplanar, we can use the circular formulation or book embedding to embed 

it in a circle. The vertices or G are placed equidistantly on the circle. The edges or G are chords 

or the circle with no two chords intersecting. Ir the center or the circle lies on an edge, let z and 11 

be the endpoints or the edge; the result follows. Otherwise, let F be the face the center is in. Ir 

two vertices on Fare on a diameter, let them be z and II· and the result follows. Otherwise, tri-

angulate F within the circle. The center of the circle lies within some resulting triangle ( u,u,w). 

We may assume that the angle Luuw is the largest of the triangle. This angle is between 60 • and 

90 •. Let =• and v=w. Let G1 be the graph induced by the vertices within the angle Luuw, 

and let G2 be the graph induced by the vertices outside the angle Luuw. Then the removal of z,y 

separates G into G1 and G2 where 
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The lemma follows. 0 

U (z,y) is not already an edge of G, it can he added without destroying outerplanarity. An 

edge (z,y) that satisfies Lemma 5.1 is called a separating edge. An algorithm to obtain loga

rithmic cutwidth for a <!-valent outerplanar graph G can select a separating edge (z,u) and apply 

itself recursively to the resulting G1 and G2• However, it is unclear how to obtain a •uperhamil

tonian cycle for G from superhamiltonian cycles for G1 and G2• 

Our algorithm UseB separating edges in another way so as to make it possible to derive a 

superhamiltoniao cycle from superhamiltooiao cycles for the pieces. The key is the following 

definition. Let G he an outerplaoar graph, and let (z,u) he a separating edge for G. A set PCE 

is parallel to (z,y) if 

(I) (z,u)EP; 

(2) ir (u,u),(w,z)EP, then {u,u}n{w,z}=ll (there are no shared endpoints); 

(3) P can he ordered as {(u.,u1),(~.u2), • • • ,(u.,u,)} in such a way that 

u 1<~< · · · <u,<vt< · · · <~~:z<u1 
(the edges of P nest). 

A sample set of parallel edges for a graph G is shown in Figure 5.13 by dashed lines. A set P of 

parallel edges is mazimal if no edge of G can he added to P to obtain a larger set of parallel 

edges. 

SuppOBe Pis a maximal set of parallel edges for G. Let Vp be the set or endpoints of edges 

in P. The removal of the vertices Vp from G separates the interval [1,n( into some number of 

subintervals. Let Gp he the subgrapli of G resulting from the removal of Vp and all incident 

edges. Let [i1J 1(, · • • ,(i,JJ be these subintervalo in left-to-right order. The planarity of G and 

the maximality or p guarantees that there is DO edge or G between two vertices in dilrerent subin

tervalo. This in turn guarantees that Gp can he obtained an alternate way: Gp is the (disjoint) 

union or the induced subgraphs Gli.JJ,l~k~•· By Lemma 5.1, the presence of a separating edge 

in P guarantees that 
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Figure 6.13. Parallel Edgea In G 

size(ii,Jd}< ~ n, 1:$k:$•. 

Figure 5.14 show• the graph or Figure 5.13 arter the removal or Vp. 
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The algorithm is applied recursively to each G[i,.jJ to obtain a superhamiltonian cycle ror 

each. To obtain a superhamiltonian cycle ror G, one need only reintroduce the endpoints or the 

parallel edges Vp. A second look at Figure 5.13 provides inspiration. Ir each subinterval [i,J,[ 

were replaced by an edge (i,-1.j,+1) between two vertices in Vp, the result is the one-page embed-

ding or a ladder where aU the rungs nest. The construction or a superhamiltonian cycle H ror G is 

o1n1n .. lnl n 
h 

Figure 6.14. Removal of Vp 
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patterned after the superhamiltonian cycle for a ladder, as illustrated in Figure 5.4. 

Appropriately, we name the construction of H the ladder con.lruction. There are two cases 

to consider, dependins on whether or not the edge (1,n) is in P. The case (1,n)EP illustrates all 

the ideas and is simply modified to cover the case (1,n)~P. 

Start with the picture of the parallel edges alone in Figure 5.15. Some lower edges are 

added to obtain a supercycle containins exactly the vertices in Vp. This supercycle is indicated in 

Figure 5.16 by arrows. It remains to place all the subintervals within this supercycle. To accom

plish this, each lower edge is replaced by new lower edges that connect two subintervals into its 

place in the supercycle. For a right arrow (uhul+1), the result is as in Figure 5.17. For a left 

arrow (v._.,v,), the result is as in Figure 5.18; I is chosen so that Ji1Jd is the subinterval between 

"'+' and v1• 

For the case (1,n)~P. Ji1j 1J is to the left of the ladder and Ji,JJ is to the right of the ladder. 

The connection of ]i,J1] into His shown in Fisure 5.111. The connection or Ji,JJ into His shown 

in Figure 5.20. 

n 
Figure 6.16. Parallel Edss 
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Figure 6.10. Addlns a Subinterval on the R!sht 

6.3. The AIIJorlthm 

This section describes our algorithm for embedding a •valent outerplanar graph in a two-

page book with logarithmic pagewidth. The correctness or the algorithm, embodied in Theorem 

5.2, is given in the next section. Section 5.5 analyzes the performance or the algorithm. 

The statement is Algorithm 5.1. As the algorithm is recursive, it is useful to give it a name. 

The name is TRADEOFF. TRADEOFF is a recursive function which has as input the •valent 

outerplanar graph G and as output the planar supergrapb G' having hamiltonian cycle Hand ver· 

tices or attachment z and II· 

For simplicity, it is to be noted that certain trivial cases are not included in the •tatement 

or TRADEOFF. These cases occur when a recursive invocation or TRADEOFF returns an empty 

G'. This cannot occur in step 5, as each subinterval contains at least one vertex. However, it can 

occur in step 0 when some G1 is empty. In that case, the ladder construction merely skips the 

empty interval li1JJ (which is caused by two adjacent elements or Vp). 

We now describe TRADEOFF step by step. 

(1) These are the trivial cases when n~2. Ir G is empty, return G'-11. Ir G is a single ver-

tex, return G' having a single loop. Ir G bas two vertices, then it bas one edge (1,2). Return G' 



Funetlon TRADEOFF( G), returna ( G1,H,(x,y)). 

(I) (Trivial cases) 
lC G=ll, then assign G'=il, H=il and (x,y)=undefined. 
lC V {!},assign G'-({1},{(1,1)}), H {(1,1)} and (z,y)=(1,1). 
lC Y, {1,2}, assign G'-({1,2},{(1,2),(1,2)}), H {(1,2),(1,2)} and (z,y)=(1,2). 
Return ( G1,H,(z,y)). 

(2) Let S={m1 J1:5j:5q} be the set or exposed vertices or Gin increasing order. 

(3) Choose k,1;5 k:5 q-1 such that B(m, mt+1] is the key block or G. 

(4) lC B(m,mt+J=G, then go to step 7. 

String Conatruetlon 

(5) (G bas more than one block.) For !;5j<k, assign 

( G,',H,.(x1,y1)) = TRADEOFF( G! m1, mJ+,)). 

For j- k, assign 

( G,',H,.(x,.y1)) =TRADEOFF( G! m"m,+IJ). 

For k<i< q, assign 

( G,',H,.(zry1)) = TRADEOFF( G( m,, mJ+ill· 

(6) Use the string construction to obtain G', Hand ( z,y). Return ( G1,H,( z1,y1)). 

Ladder Conatruetlon 
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(7) (Bfmamt+•I=G.) Choose a separating edge (u,v) ror G. lC (u,v) is not already an edge or G, 
then add it as an upper edge. 

(8) Choose P a maximal set or edges parallel to ( u, v). Let Vp be the set or endpoints or edges in 
P. 

(9) V- Vp determines a sequence or disjoint subintervals Ji1 j1J,Ji,,j~, · · · ,Ji,j~. For 1:5 k:5 a, 
make the assignment: 

(G.',Ha(Zallt)) = TRADEOFF(G!iaiJ). 

Construct G1 from G and { G, ~ using the ladder construction. Return ( G1,H,(z,y)). 

Algorithm 5.1. The Tradeoff Algorithm 
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havin& the added lower edge (1,2) which is parallel to the upper edge (1,2). 

(I) From the one-page embedding ot G, determine the exposed vertices of G. It is straight-

forward to accomplish this step in linear time with Algorithm 5.2. Algorithm 5.2 requires time 

0( d n) and generates the elements or sin increasing order. 

(3) Choose the key block or G, Bf m;. mt+J. Clearly, this can be accomplished in time linear 

in jSj. 

{4) This step determines which or two cases is current. Ir G is a single block, then the 

ladder construction is applied (steps 7 through 9). Ir G has more than one block, then the string 

construction is applied (step 5 and 6). 

(5) Decompose the intervai[I,nj into subintervals so that the key block Bfm~m,Hl is one or 

the subintervals. Note that each side subinterval contains fewer than ~ n vertices. Apply 

TRADEOFF to the graphs induced by each subinterval to obtain supergraphs G/,l$j$q-l. 

{&) Apply the string construction to obtain the planar hamiltonian supergrapb G' and the 

hamiltonian cycle H for G'. Assign (z,y)=(x,.y1). Return ( G~H,(x,y)). 

(7) We know that G is entirely covered by the edge (l,n). We show that it is then safe to 

add a separating edge to G. Ir this is the initial call to TRADEOFF, we can always add a 

separating edge. Ir this is a deeper recursive call to TRADEOFF, we imagine that there are inter-

vals to the left and right or jl,nj with dangling edges incident to vertices in [l,nj. Since these 

(I) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

AssignS {1} and i=l. 

rr i> n, then halt. 

Assign i=max{i+l, max k}. 
(o,i)EE 

Assign S SU { i}. Go to step 2. 

A.Jsorltbm &.t. Determining Expoaed Vertlee11 In Linear nme 
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(1) Triansulate the interior faces or G. 

(2) Examine each edge ( u, v) or the triangulated G to lind one such that ! n:5( t1--u):5 ! n. 

Alsorlthm 6.3. Flndln& a Separatln1 Edp 

danglins edges can only be incident to exposed vertices (in this case, 1 and n), any upper edge 

added to G at this recursive level cannot cross an edge at a higher recursive level. The determi-

nation or a suitable separatins edge is accomplished in linear time by Algorithm 5.3. (Note that 

the triangulated G has a linear number of edges.) 

(8) Select a maximal set or parallel edges. The construction of P is accomplished in linear 

time by Algorithm 5.4. 

(II) This step completes the ladder construction. TRADEOFF is invoked recursively for 

each subinterval disjoint from V p. G1 and Hare obtained by the ladder construction described in 

the previous section. 

( 1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4). 

(5) 
(6) 

Assign P={(u,v)}, o=u-1 and l=v. 

It •< 1, then go to step 4. 

Assign r=max{1, max k}. It r<t, then assign B=lJ-1 and go to step 2. Else assign 
(•t)EE -

P=PU {(a,r)}, B=IJ-1 and l=r and go to step 2. 

Assign o=u+l, and t=v. 

It ·~I, then halt. 

Assign r=max{1, max .1:}. It r>s, then assign P=PU{(a,r)}, o=o+1 and l=r and go to 
(~t)EE 

step 5. Else, assign B= s+ 1 and go to step 5. 

Alsorlthm 6.4. Generatlns a Maximal Set of Parallel Edgea 
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5.4. Correetneu 

In this lleCtion, we demonstrate the correctness of algorithm TRADEOFF. Correctness is 

embodied in the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.1. Let G be a "-valent outerplanar graph. Let ( G',H,(z,v)) result from applying 

TRADEOFF to G. Then His a superhamiltonian cycle for G with the following property: follow

ing H from z to v yields a two-page embedding or G with pagewidth :5 Cdlogn, where Cis a con-

stant. C can be chosen to have any value ~sf[ log :J. 
Proof! The proof naturally decomposes into the proof or pagenumber (Lemma 5.3) and the proof 

or pagewidth (Lemma 5.4). 0 

Lemma 6.3. Given the assumptions or Theorem 5. 2, following H from z to v yields a two-page 

embedding or G. 

Proof! The proof is by induction on n. The inductive hypothesis is: 

(H.1) GC G'; 

(H.2) G' is planar; 

(H.3) His a hamiltonian cycle or G'; 

(H.4) (z,y)EH is a lower edge or G'such that there is DO lower edge (u,v) or G' with u<z:5v<v 

(i.e., z and v are on the unbounded region or the lower half-plane). 

Step 1 or Algorithm 5.1 guarantees that the inductive hypothesis is satisfied when n:$;2. 

For purposes or induction, assume that the inductive hypothesis is true for graphs of size 

less than n and that n> 2. There are two cases determined by the cardinality or the set S or 

exposed vertices or G: (1) ISI>2 and (2) ISI=2. 

(1) ISI>Z. TRADEOFF applies the string construction in steps 5 and 6. The inductive 

hypothesis guarantees that after the applications or TRADEOFF to all the subintervals, each z1 

and each v, is on the unbounded region or the lower half-plane. Therefore, the lower edges 

(Vp"'rH).l:5f:5q-1 and ("''.v,) can be added while maintaining planarity (H.2). Clearly, GCG' 
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(H.l), and His a hamiltonian cycle of G 1(H.3). Finally z-z1 and v=v1 1!8tisfy H.4. 

(I) jSj=2. The edse (l,n) is in G and covers all other upper edses. TRADEOFF applies 

the ladder construction to Gin steps 7 through !1. In section 5.2.2, the addition of the separating 

upper edge (u,v) was shown to maintain planarity. In step 9, the application of TRADEOFF to 

each G!itJJ yields (G/,H,(zt.lltll that satisfies the inductive hypothesis. In particular, H.4 applies 

to each (z,,g,). Since each z, and 1/t is on the unbounded region of the lower half-plane, the 

ladder construction yields a planar result (H.2). The ladder construction also makes GCG' (H.l) 

and H a hamiltonian cycle of G' (H.3). Finally, (z,g) is explicitly chosen to satisfy H.4. 

This extends the induction for arbitrary G. Since H is a hamiltonian cycle of a planar 

supergraph of G, it yields a two-pase embedding of G jBKj. 0 

To complete the proof of Theorem 5.2, we must bound the pagewidth of the two-page 

embedding. It is sufficient to bound the cutwidth of the underlying linear embedding. We use 

the notation cw(H) to mean the cutwidth of the linear embedding obtained by following H from z 

through II· ( G, z and 11 will be clear from context.) Ir i and j are vertices in H such that i comes 

before j in the linear embedding, define cw(li,jiJ to be the cutwidth of the linear subembedding 

from ito j. 

Lemma &.4. Given the assumptions of Theorem 5.2, cw(H)::;; Cdlogn, where C 81log ~l· 

Proof! The proof is by induction on n. The statement of the inductive hypothesis mirrors the 

two cases of the algorithm. The inductive hypothesis is: 

(1.1) Ir G bas more than one block, then cw(H)< Cdlogn; 

(1.2) Ir G is a single block, then cw(H)::;;max(l,Cdlogn)-def{ll,n!}. Some explanation of the 

presence of the edge deficit in 1.2 is in order. In the string construction, a large key block 

!mt.mb+1l must be able to absorb def{lm,,m*1!} additional cutwidth, as its cutwidth will 

dominate the cutwidth of the entire string construction. The precise meaning of this state

ment will be clear from the proof. The max(l,Cdlogn) takes care of the case n=l. Note 

that a G with a single vertex can never be the key block in a strins construction. 
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For the basis or the induction, it is easy to check the inductive hypothesis for n=1 and 

n=2. 

For purpo8e!! or induction, 888Ume that the inductive hypothesis is true ror &raphs or size 

less than n and that n>2. There are two cases: (I) G has more than one block and (2) G is a 

single block. 

(1) G hu more than one bloek. In this case, the string construction is applied (steps 5 

and 6). Let us examine the linear order induced by Hand (z,g) on V. H1 is a superhamiltonian 

cycle for G(l fnJ,"'z)) that begins at =z1 and ends at y1• As such, H1 can be viewed as a perm uta-

tion on I m1, mz). The string construction places the vertices or I m~o mz) first in H, in this permuted 

order. Similarly, the vertices or lmz.ms) come next in H, in the permuted order given by H2• In 

general, the q-1 subintervals appear in the same order in Has they do in the partition, though H 

permutes the vertices within each subinterval. The permutation or the jth subinterval is always 

that or Hr 

It is now possible to bound cw(H) based on {cw(H1)}. First, consider the cutwidth or H 

between two subintervals, that is, cw((y1,zn-1IJ,1~j~ q-2. Suppose j<k. Then the only edges 

that pass over the interval 1YrZ1+J) are dangling edges from mn-1 to I m1, m1+d· Hence, 

cw(IYrZJ+!IJ~ tl-1 < Cdlogn. 

Ir j?_l:, by a similar argument, we have 

Second, consider the cutwidth over a side subinterval. Consider the jth subinterval in H, 

lzrul Ir j<l:, then there are at most (tl-1) dangling edges from m1+1 to (m1,m1+1) that can contri

bute to cw(lz"y1J) and at most d dangling edges from m1 to lm1-1,m1) that can contribute to 

cw((zrg1J). Hence, by 1.1, 

cw(lz1,g1J)< 2d+ Cd log(size{l ml' mn-1)}) 

<Cdlogn 

since size{( m" mn-1)} < ~ n. Ir j> l:, we have similarly 
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< Cdlogn. 

Third and finally, consider the cutwidth over the key block, Bfmbmt+tl· By 1.2, 

cw(!z,,yJ):5( Cdlog(size{[ m., m'+1!)} )-deC{[ m., m,+1!}. 

The only dangling edges that can contribute to the cutwidth over [z,,yJ are those incident to m, 

and mt+t· There are def{[m.,m'+1!} or these. Hence 

<Cdlogn. 

Putting these three results together yields cw(H)< Cdlogn. Thus G satisfies 1.1. 

(I) G Ia a olngle bloek. In this case, the ladder construction is applied (steps 7 through 9). 

The subintervals are [i1,j1j, · · · ,[i,j,J. Let P={(u1 ,v1 ),(~~o,v2), • · • ,(u.v,)} where 

u1 <~~o< · · · <•t<v1< · · · <v2<vt and t=l(•+l)/4]. 
We first consider the case (l,n)EP. We can represent the order in HoC the vertices or Vp and or 

the subintervals by the following string: 

u1 v1[ i,_1,j ,_1j[ i,j ,J v2 ~~o[ i1J1!1 i.zj.J •• v,[i,_.j .... 11 i,_2,j,_2j v,u,[i,J,] [ i,,jJ "•"•· ... 

or course, the vertices or the subintervals are permuted with Has they were in case (I). 

From the ladder construction, there are four recognizable type• oC subintervals, two types on 

the left and two types on the right. While we could write down subscript formulas Cor each or the 

four types, Cor the cutwidth argument it is sufficient to consider the following four representatives 

or the four types: [i,,j3J, [i,,jJ, [i,_.,j,_.J and [i,_2,j,..~. The only edges that add to cw(H,) are 

edges incident to vertices in Vp that pass over the kth subinterval in H. The diagram in Figure 

5.21 illustrates the potential Cor a vertex in Vp to have edges incident to some subinterval. For 

example, 11o or v2 might have one or more edges to subintervals [i1,jtJ, [i,j,J, [i.zJd, and [i .. 1,j,..tJ. 

Since we are interested only in a upper bound on cutwidth, we ignore the possibility that the 

existence or some edge may preclude the existence or other edges. 

We start with the type represented by subinterval[i,,j,J. An examination or the string Cor H 

together with Figure 5.21 reveals the potential Cor edge• passing over [z,,y~ from u,, v,, u4, v,, "• 
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and v6 only. Hence, by inductive hypothesis, 

cw([z.,vaJl~6d+cw(Ha) 

~6d+ Cdlog(size{[iaJ~}) 

2 
~6d+Cdlog3n 

~( Cdlogn)-2d 

<( Cdlogn}-def{[l,nl} 

since each subinterval contains at most ; n vertices. 
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Similarly, consideration of the thr~ types represented by [i,jJ, [i,_.j....,J and [i,_2J .. d 

reveals that at most 6 vertices in Vp can have incident edses adding to the cutwidth or a subin-

terval. Hence, for all subintervals [z;,JIJ in H, 
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cw(!z.,uJ)~( Cdlo&n)-def{ll,nj}. 

Consideration or intervals in H between the subintervalo (e.s .• [ u6> v6IJ yields no worse an upper 

bound. Hence we conclude that cw(H)~( Cdlosn)-def{ll,nj}. 

The case in which (l, n)tP is similar to the precedins case. The additional Jert or right 

subinterval cannot boost the cutwidth above ( Cdlosn)-def{ll,n[}. Hence in all cases, I.2 holds. 

This completes the induction and the proof or the lemma. D 

5.5. Performanee 

In this section, we analyze the time and space complexity or TRADEOFF. or course, the 

complexity depends on the representation or data. While we do not prescribe the details or the 

data representation, we do require that the representation make elementary operations efficient 

(i.e., constant time per edge or vertex). A place where this requirement is crucial is Algorithm 5.3 

for finding a separatins edge. To accomplish step l in linear time, it is necessary to be able to 

recognize the next (counterclockwise) edge or an interior race in constant time. It is easy to 

represent G so that this is possible. 

First, we note that all operations or TRADEOFF performed on G except the recursive calla 

require linear time. From the description or the steps in section 5.3, all steps are clearly linear 

time except steps 6 and 9. From the description or the string construction, G' can be constructed 

in linear time from the { G1} (step 6). Similarly, the ladder construction can be accomplished in 

linear time (step 9). Hence, the entire algorithm excluding recursive calls can be implemented in 

linear time. 

Let T(n) be the time complexity or TRADEOFF when n=n. Let """2. · · · ,n, be the sizes 

or the subintervals either in step 5 or in step 9, depending on which case holds. Then, En,$ n -
2 

and n,~ 3 n,l~.t~p. By the result or the previous paragraph, there exists a constant e such that 

, 
T(n)$ en+ E T(n,) . .... 
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Lemma 6.6. If T(I) is one unit or time, then for aU n> l, 

2 
T(n):::; ( e/l<>&a )nlogn. 

Proof't By induction on n. The lemma is certainly true for n=2. Assume n>2 and assume the 

truth or the lemma for values smaller than n. Then, 

T(n)=en+ t T(n,) -
:::; en+ E ( ejlog ~ )n, losn, -

3 , 2 
:::; en+(ejlogz) E n,log3 n -

3 2 
=en+( e/l<>&z)nlog3 n 

3 3 3 
=en+( efl<>&z )nlogn-( ejlogz )nlog2 

3 
=(e/log

2
)nlogn. 

The lemma follows by induction. 0 

The space requirements or TRADEOFF are clearly n times some small constant. We thus 

have the following: 

Theorem 6.11. TRADEOFF has time complexity at most C1nlogn and space complexity at most 

C2n, for small constants C~o C2. 

6.11. Concluolon 

In this chapter, we have investigated tradeoll"s between pagenumber and pagewidth that are 

significant in a VLSI context. Our main result is an algorithm for obtaining a book embedding 

for outerplanar graphs that is within a constant factor or optimal in VLSI area for the class or 

outerplanar graphs. While this near-optimality is not guaranteed for individual outerplanar 

graphs, we know or no example or an outerplanar graph for which our algorithm rails to obtain 

near-optimal area. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented three algorithms for embedding sraphs in books. Each algorithm 

guarantees the quality of the book embedding that it generates. Hence the correctness of each 

algorithm constitutes a proof of a book embedding property for the class of graphs input to the 

algorithm. Each algorithm is efficient in time and space, hence of practical value for embedding 

graphs in books. 

Our first algorithm embeds any planar graph in a book of at m06t seven pages. Thus we 

have shown that PPG, the pasenumber of the class of planar graphs, is at m06t seven, the 

smallest upper bound currently known. 

Our second algorithm embeds any trivalent planar sraph in a tw<>-page book. In particular, 

our algorithm edge-augments any trivalent planar graph to obtain a planar hamiltonian graph in 

time linear in the size of the graph. Thus we have shown that MV, the maximum valence of a 

planar graph that suarantees the graph is subhamiltonian, is at least three. 

Our third algorithm embeds any d-valent r>-vertex outerplanar sraph in a tw<>-page book 

with at most Cdlogn pagewidth, C 8/(log~ ); the algorithm executes in time O(nlogn). More

over, we know of no outerplanar graph for which our algorithm fails to attain pagewidth within a 

omall constant factor of the cutwidth or the sraph. We show that at the cost of one additional 

page above optimal pasenumber, layouts of near-optimal cutwidth for outerplanar sraphs can be 

obtained constructively. 
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Our results are applicable to the motivatin& VLSI proble1118 in Chapter 1. For the mul-

tilayer VLSI layout problem, our results bound the number of layers required to realize circuits 

represented by planar sraphs. or particular interest is the outerplanar sraph result; it bounds 

both the number or layers (i.e., two) and the area (e!!Sentially proportional to nlosn for an ,. 

component circuit). For the DIOGENES desisn problem, our results bound the number or stacks 

required to realize planar sraphs. The outerplanat sraph result also bounds the area or a 

DIOGENES layout for a circuit represented by an outerplanar sraph. 

Our algorithms are based on principles that should apply to the development or boolr. 

embedding algorithms for other classes or graphs. It is or extreme importance to choose the order 

or vertices intelligently so as to malr.e small pagenumber or small pasewidth possible. Ir an algo-

rithm can find a cycle in the input sraph whose removal separates the sraph into two parts, it has 

the basis for a recursive decompooition. However, it is essential that the boolr. embeddin& solution 

for each part preserve cycle order, or else the two solutions cannot be joined together to obtain a 

solution for the entire sraph. In a more general approach, a separating subgraph other than a 

cycle can be chosen provided that it is possible to preserve the same order for the vertices of the 

separating subgraph in the solution or each subproblem. 

To lend evidence that it will not be easy to extend our results to other classes or graphs, we 

present the followin& sequence. For n=1,2, · · · , G, is a trivalent graph havins 2n vertices. Its 

vertex set is { VJ, • • · .":!.}, and its edge set is 

{( v;. "•+t('"'' 2,))11!> k!> 2n }U {( v;.vo+,)ll!> k!> n). 

Figure 6.1 illustrates G,. It is easy to show that G, is a genus-one (i.e., embeddable on a torus) 

graph, but not a planar graph. There is an obvious hamiltonian cycle H for G,: ( Vt. ":!· · · · , v2,). 

Using the order or H to obtain a boolr. embeddins for G, requires an r>-pa.ge boolr.. However, G, is 

just the ,.(adder (Chapter 5) with added edges ( v.,v-+1),( v2.,VJ). The ladder-like order 

( v1, v'*11 v-+2, f.'2, tJa, v1t-+8, · · · ) 

yields a three-page embeddin& for G,. This example demonstrates that merely choosing a bamil-

tonian cycle in a (genus-one) sraph does not &uarantee a good boolr. embeddins. (The pinwheel in 
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We wish to suggest some directions for future research. It would be most interesting to 

determine PPG. We have investigated a sequence of srapbs similar to the stellations of K3 

(Chapter 3) that we call nested triangles. The first nested triangle is N1=K3• The 1>-tb nested 

triangle Nhk> 1 is derived from N,_1 by adding a triangle to each interior face of N,_1 and con-

necting edges from the triangle to the face. Figure 6.2 illustrates N2• We have attempted to 

obtain three-page embeddings for this sequence using the same approach that succeeded for the 

stellations of K3• The attempts failed. We conjecture that some member of this sequence 

requires at least four pages in any book embedding. The proof of this conjecture would imply 

that PPG~4. We also recognize the existence of some freedom remaining in our planar sraph 

algorithm. We believe that PPG<7. 

Another fruitful area for research is tradeoffs between pagenumber and pagewidtb. It is not 

known bow prevalent such tradeoffs are or whether dramatic tradeoff• exist for any pasenumber. 

In a VLSI context, algorithms for embeddins a graph in a bounded number of pages with 

pagewidth close to the cutwidtb of the graph could be most practical. We do not know of any 

example where adding one or two Pa&es above the pagenumber or G does not give us an embed-
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Figure 8.1. The Seeond Netoted Triangle N2 

ding whose pagewidth is within a small constant factor of the pagewidth or G; there is hope that 

such algorithms exist Cor important classes or graphs. In particular, we believe that such an alg<>

rithm is possible Cor planar graphs. The algorithm would embed any d-valent planar graph in a 

~page book with Cd Jn pagewidth where C is a small constant. Our planar graph algorithm 

provides the starting point Cor obtaining bounded pasenumber. The small pasewidth will depend 

on a stronger version or Lipton and Tarjan'sjL T] planar separator theorem. 
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GLOSSARY 

AdJaeent: Two vertices are adjacent if there is an edge between them. 

Two faces in a planar embeddings are adjacent if their boundaries have an edge in com-

moo. 

Bleonneetedr A graph G-( V,E) is biconnected if for every pair u, vE V, there exists a cycle in G 

containing both u and v. This definition is equivalent to G not having a cutpoint. 

Bleonneeted eomponentr A maximal biconnected subgraph. 

Bipartite BJ'&phr A graph G=( V,E) is bipartite if V can be partitioned into subsets V1 and V2 

such that every edge joins a vertex in V1 to a vertex in v,. 

Book: A line (the spine) together with some numbers of halfplanes (the pages) having the line as 

boundary. 

Book embedding: A linear embedding of a graph in a book such that each edge or the graph is 

assigned to a single page of the book in such a way that on each page, the edges assigned 

to that page do not intersect. 

Bounduyr Ir F is a face in a planar embedding, then the boundary or F consists or those vertices 

and edges making up the topological boundary or the connected region or F. 

Bounding eyeler If the boundary or a face F is a cycle (this is the case whenever the planar 

graph is biconnected), it is the bounding cycle of F. 

Complete BJ'&phr A complete graph on n vertices, denoted K., bas every pair or n vertices adja

cent. 
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Connected: A yaph G=(V,E) is connected if for every pair u,vEV, there exists a path in G 

from u to v. 

Connected component: A maximal connected snbgraph. 

Cutpolnt: A vertex wh""" removal increases the number of connected components. 

Cutwldth: Given a r;raph G and a linear embedding of G, the cutwidth of a point, p, on the line 

is the number of edges having one endpoint on the left of p and the other on the right of p. 

The cutwidth of the linear embeddinp; is the maximum cutwidth over aU p. 

Cyele: A cycle in a graph (multigraph) G is a list of three or more (one or more) distinct vertices 

(v.,V:z, · · · ,v.,) such that v• is adjacent to v•H, l$k<m, and v. is adjacent to v1• m is 

the length or the cycle. 

Desree: The degree of a vertex is the number or edges incident to it. 

Depth-flrot aeareh: A method of visiting each vertex of a graph exactly once. 

Dual: The dual of a planar embedding of G=( V,E) is a multigraph G0=( VO,Ef') defined as fol-

lows: VO={FJF is a face}, and EP={(F,F')IF is adjacent to F'}. 

Endpoint: If ( u, v) is an edge, then u and v are its endpoints. 

Exterior face: The unique unbounded face of a planar embedding. 

Face: Given a planar embedding of a planar graph G, a face of the embedding is a maximal con

nected region in the complement of the planar embed din,;. 

Genu11 A surface has p;enus k if it is homeomorphic to a sphere with k attached handles. The 

p;enus of a p;raph G is the minimum k such that G can be embedded in a surface of p;enus k. 

HamUtonlan: A graph is hamiltonian if it has a hamiltonian cycle. 

HamUtonlan eyele: A cycle containinp; all vertices of the graph. 

lncldent: An edge and a vertex are incident if the vertex is an endpoint of the edge. 

Interior taee: Any bounded face of a planar embeddinr;. 
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Linear embeddlns• Any embedding in which the vertices or a graph are ordered on a line. Book 

embedding is an example. 

Loop• An edge incident to only one vertex, i.e., an edge or the form (u,u). 

MatchlnSI A matchins iD a sraph is a set or edses, no two or which have an endpoint in com

mon. 

Maximal planar IJI'&phl A graph to which no edse can be added without renderins it non

planar. 

Multtsraph1 A seneralization or the concept or graph where any edge may occur more than 

once, i.e., paraUel edges are allowed. 

MY• The maximum valence or a planar graph that guarantees the sraph is subhamiltonian. 

Outerplanar1 A sraph is outerplanar if it has a planar embedding in which all vertices are on 

the boundary or the exterior race. 

Pasenumber• The pagenumber or a book embeddins is the number or pages in the book. 

The pagenumber or a graph G is the minimum pagenumber of any book embedding or G. 

The pagenumber or a class or graphs is the miaimum number or pages that every member 

or the class can be embedded in, as a function or graph size. 

Pasewldth• The width or a page is the maximum number or edges that intersect any half-line 

perpendicular to the spine iD the page. The pagewidth or a book embedding is the max

imum width or any page. 

The pagewidth of the graph G is the minimum pagewidth or any book embedding or G in 

a book havins a minimum number or pages. 

The pagewidth or a class or graphs is the miaimum pagewidth that every member or the 

class can be embedded in, as a function or graph size. 

Parallel eds•• Edges that occur more than one time iD a mnltigraph. 

Path• A path iD a graph G is a list or two or more distinct vertices ( v1, "l· · · · , v.) such that v1 is 

adjacent to"*'' l~k<m. m--1 is the lensth or the path. 



lZZ 

Planar embeddlnss A planar embeddin& of a srapb G maps each vertex of G to a distinct point 

in the plane, and each edse ( u,v) of G to a simple curve joinin& u and v, such that no two 

curves intersect. 

Planar tp'&ph• A yapb Gill planar if it bas a planar embedding. 

PPG1 The pagenumber of the cl3811 of planar srapbs. 

Quadrlvalent1 A quadrivalent srapb bas valence at most four. 

Simple~ A yapb is simple if it contains no loope and no parallel edges. 

SIMI The size of a yapb ill the cardinality of its vertex set. 

Subgraph1 A srapb G'=( V',E1 is a subgrapb of a yapb G=( V,E) if V'C V and E'CE. 

Subhamlltonlan1 A sraph ill subbamiltonian if it is a subgrapb of a planar hamiltonian yaph. 

Supereyele1 A supercycle of a graph G is a cycle in a supergrapb of G. 

Supertp'aphl A graph GL( V',E') is a supergraph of a sraph G=( V,E) if V V' and EC E'. 

Superhamlltonlan c:yele1 A superhamiltonian cycle of a graph G is a hamiltonian cycle in a 

supergrapb of G. The term is especially applied when the superyapb is planar. 

Three-c:onnec:ted1 A srapb is three-connected if the removal of fewer than three vertices does 

not disconnect the yaph. 

Triangle• A face in a planar embeddins whose boundary is a cycle of length three. 

Triangulate• Add edges to a face of a planar embedding so that, in the resulting planar embed

ding, the face is partitioned into triangles. 

Triangulated• A planar sraph (or a planar embeddin&) is triangulated if all its faces are trian

gles. This is equivalent to the yaph being a maximal planar graph. 

Trivalent• A trivalent sraph has valence at moet three. 

V alenc:e1 The valence of a yapb is the maximum degree of any or its vertices. 


